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L-J BRAMPTON
brompton. co

Chief Administrative

Office

Flower City

City Clerk

June 20, 2017
Source Protection Committee
c/o Jennifer Stephens
Program Manager
Source Water Protection
Toronto and Region Conservation
via e-mail: jstephens@trca.on.ca
Re:

Requirements - Replacement of Risk Management Official Process and
Appointments

The Council of The Corporation of the City of Brampton passed the following resolution
at its meeting of May 24, 2017:
C144-2017

1.

That the correspondence from S. Jurrius, Legislative Specialist,
Office of the Regional Clerk, Region of Peel, dated May 5, 2017, to
the Council Meeting of May 24,2017, re: Clean Water Act
Requirements - Replacement of Risk Management Official
Process and Appointments, be received; and,

2.

That Andrew Farr, Acting Executive Director, Water and
Wastewater, be endorsed as the Region of Peel's representative on
the Credit Valley, Toronto and Region, and Central Lake Ontario
Source Protection Committee; and,

3.

That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Source Protection
Committee.

Yours truly,

Teryi BveVltoVl.
Terri Brenton
Legislative Coordinator, City Clerk's Office
Tel: 905.874.2106/ Fax: 905.874.2119/ TTY: 905.874.2130
e-mail: terri.brenton@brampton.ca
(CL-12.3)
cc:

Andrew Farr, Acting Executive Director, Water and Wastewater, Region of Peel
Stephanie Jurrius, Legislative Specialist, Office of the Regional Clerk, Region of
Peel
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8.6 - 1

REPORT
Meeting Date: 2017-07-06
Regional Council

DATE:

June 23, 2017

REPORT TITLE:

CLEAN WATER ACT REQUIREMENTS - CHANGES TO THE
GROUNDWATER-BASED MUNICIPAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS AND
ASSOCIATED WELLHEAD PROTECTION AREAS

FROM:

Janette Smith, Commissioner of Public Works

RECOMMENDATION
That the intention to decommission the Region of Peel Caledon East Well No. 2 and
Inglewood Well No. 2 within five years of passing this resolution be approved;
And further, that Regional staff submit applications to revoke or amend applicable
approvals under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 and Ontario Water Resources Act,
1990;
And further, that notice of changes to the municipal drinking water supply systems be
made public;
And further, that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Credit Valley-Toronto
Region-Central Lake (CTC) Ontario Source Protection Committee to comply with the
process outlined in the Clean Water Act, 2006 for the removal of a drinking water system
from an Assessment Report and Source Protection Plan.
REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
 Decommissioning of Caledon East Well No. 2 and Inglewood Well No. 2 and adding
Caledon East Well No. 4A and Inglewood Well No. 4 to replace the lost capacity and
allow system security.
 Under the Clean Water Act, 2006 there is a prescribed process for amending the
Assessment Report and Source Protection Plan to align with alterations to the
municipal supply wells or intakes.
 Initiating timely amendments to the Assessment Report and Source Protection Plan
ensures that land uses, significant drinking water threats, and any conditions intended
to protect the municipal drinking water sources are accurate and remain relevant.
 The policies in the Source Protection Plan remain in effect until the municipal wells
have been decommissioned and amendments to the updated Assessment Report and
Source Protection Plan have received approval by the Minister of the Environment and
Climate Change.
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CLEAN WATER ACT REQUIREMENTS
DISCUSSION
1. Background
Potential threats to the source water protection areas for Caledon East Well No. 2 and
Inglewood Well No. 2 have been identified and primarily linked to the close proximity to the
municipal sewage works and agricultural activities, respectively. Both Caledon East Well
No. 2 and Inglewood Well No. 2 are designated as GUDI - Groundwater Under Direct
Influence of Surface Water. This classification suggests these wells are potentially
susceptible to microbial pathogens entering the groundwater source.
In order to remove these threats and improve long-term system reliability and security of the
municipal supply, two new municipal production wells referred to as Caledon East Well No.
4A and Inglewood Well No. 4 were constructed. Caledon East Well No. 4A was put in
service in late 2016 and Inglewood Well No. 4 is scheduled to be connected to the drinking
water system by mid-2018. These new production wells replace the lost capacity from the
decommissioning of Caledon East Well No. 2 and Inglewood Well No. 2 and will allow
system security. Appendix I provides a map of Caledon East and Inglewood Well Fields.
Subject to Regional Council approval, the Region of Peel has five years to decommission
the wells in order to exempt the wells from the requirements of the Act and the polices of the
Source Protection Plan. Appendix II provides a visual timeline of current and future state.
The decommissioning of Caledon East Well No. 2 and Inglewood Well No. 2 will remove the
associated wellhead protection areas and threats to drinking water from the Approved
Updated Credit Valley Assessment Report, the Approved Updated Toronto and Region
Assessment Report, and the Approved CTC Source Protection Plan: Credit Valley-Toronto
Region-Central Lake Ontario Source Protection Region Source Protection Plan.
2. Statutory Process for Decommissioning Municipal Wells
The Clean Water Act, 2006 (the Act) and its associated regulations provide the legal
foundation for watershed-based source protection. The Act allows for timely amendments to
the Assessment Report (technical and scientific foundation document) and Source
Protection Plan (required actions and policies) to reflect planned changes to the municipal
drinking water supply system(s). This process ensures that land uses, significant drinking
water threats, and any conditions intended to protect municipal drinking water sources are
accurate and remain relevant. The following are necessary to initiate the amendment
process:





Council Resolution stating the intent to discontinue the use of the wells
Apply to the Ministry to revoke or amend applicable approvals associated with the
wells
Publish a notice of the intent to discontinue using the wells as a source of municipal
drinking water in the local media
Communicate actions taken to the Credit Valley-Toronto Region-Central Lake (CTC)
Ontario Source Protection Committee
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CLEAN WATER ACT REQUIREMENTS
Following a written notice by the Region of Peel to the CTC Source Protection Committee
that the wells have been taken out of service (and decommissioned in accordance with
Ontario Regulation 903/90), the Toronto and Region and Credit Valley Source Protection
Authorities (Source Protection Authority) may then amend the Source Protection Plan
pursuant to Section 34 of the Act to remove the wells, associated wellhead protection areas,
and any policies intended to protect the groundwater sources.
The policies in the Source Protection Plan remain in effect until the municipal wells have
been decommissioned and amendments to the Assessment Reports and Source Protection
Plan have received approval by the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change. As
such, the Region’s Risk Management Office will continue to review planning applications
and prioritize implementation responsibilities accordingly. When the updated Assessment
Reports and Source Protection Plan are approved, Regional staff will then notify the
applicable property owners/persons undertaking significant threat activities in the vulnerable
areas that source water protection policies no longer apply.
3. Incorporating New Municipal Wells into Source Water Protection
To date, some technical work to support amendments to the Assessment Reports and
Source Protection Plan for Caledon East Well No. 4A and Inglewood Well No. 4 have been
completed; specifically the delineation of wellhead protection areas for both new wells. The
next component of the work plan will be directed towards retaining a consultant to carry out
water quality and quantity issues evaluation and significant threats verification within the
newly mapped wellhead protection areas.
The remaining technical studies will then be submitted to the Source Protection Authority for
review and to incorporate updates in the Assessment Reports and Source Protection Plan
under Section 34 of the Act. Regional staff will collaborate with the Source Protection
Authority to undertake formal public consultation on the amended Assessment Reports.
After this process, the Source Protection Authority will seek Ministry approval on the
amended Assessment Reports and corresponding updates will be made to the Source
Protection Plan. Regional staff will then advise the applicable property owners/persons
undertaking significant threat activities in the vulnerable areas that source water protection
policies apply.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The estimated cost for the decommissioning of Caledon East Well No. 2, Inglewood Well No. 2
and the consultant technical study is $59,000. There are sufficient funds available in the
approved budget to carry out the report’s direction.
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CLEAN WATER ACT REQUIREMENTS
CONCLUSION
Under the Act, there is a prescribed process for amending the Assessment Report and Source
Protection Plan to align with alterations to the municipal supply wells or intakes. This report is
intended to formally and proactively initiate this process and ensure the Region’s interests and
responsibilities under the Act continue to be met.

Janette Smith, Commissioner of Public Works

Approved for Submission:

D. Szwarc, Chief Administrative Officer
APPENDICES
Appendix I - Map - Caledon East and Inglewood Well Fields
Appendix II – Timeline of Current and Future State
For further information regarding this report, please contact Therese Estephan, Source Water
Protection Advisor/Risk Management Official, Water and Wastewater Division at ext. 4339 or via
email at therese.estephan@peelregion.ca.
Authored By: Therese Estephan
Reviewed in workflow by:
Financial Support Unit
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APPENDIX I
CLEAN WATER ACT REQUIREMENTS
CALEDON EAST AND INGLEWOOD WELL FIELDS
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APPENDIX II
CLEAN WATER ACT REQUIREMENTS

TIMELINE
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Source Protection Committee
Meeting #2/17, September 20, 2017

FROM:

David Kentner, Amendments Working Group Chair

RE:

CTC SPC Endorsement of Proposed Amendments to the CTC Source Protection
Plan (SPP) under Section 34

KEY ISSUE: Obtain direction from the SPC to proceed with proposed technical and policy
amendments to the CTC SPP

RECOMMENDATION
WHEREAS the Clean Water Act, 2006 and Ontario Regulation 287/07 clearly identify the
scope and process by which amendments can be made to a source protection plan;
AND WHEREAS the CTC Source Protection Committee (SPC), at Meeting #1/16, held on
November 28, 2016 by RES. #5/16, authorized the formation of an Amendments Working
Group (WG) to work with staff and municipal partners to develop recommendations for
amendments to the CTC Source Protection Plan (CTC SPP) and report back at Meeting
#2/17;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the CTC SPC endorses the recommendations of
the WG to proceed with section 34 amendments to the CTC SPP;
AND THAT the SPC directs the WG to proceed with drafting revised text for the transition
policy and policies REC-1, GEN-1, SNO-1, and SAL-7 for presentation to the SPC at
Meeting #1/18;
THAT staff be directed to take the necessary actions to consult with the implementing
bodies on the proposed policy revisions and report back to the CTC SPC at Meeting
#1/18 to be held January 24, 2018; and
AND FURTHER THAT the CTC SPC confirms its support for the proposed changes to
policy REC-1 which would no longer require development down-gradient of municipal
supply wells within the Tier 3 Water Budget WHPA-Q2 Area to be supported by a water
balance assessment demonstrating that predevelopment groundwater recharge will be
maintained.

BACKGROUND
The Clean Water Act, 2006 (CWA) and Ontario Regulation (O. Reg. 287/07) allow for
amendments to be made to a source protection plan. The four sections of the Act and
Regulation which describe amendments are outlined in the figure below. Section 34 provides
an option for the source protection authority to make amendments that cannot wait until the
section 36 update and do not qualify as minor administrative amendments under section 51.
Amendments that are appropriate to make under section 34 include those that are necessary to
ensure new or expanded municipal sources of drinking water are protected, important
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information not available at the time the Plan was first approved (e.g. Tier 3 water budgets) is
incorporated, and critical implementation issues are addressed.

Type of Revision
s.34 Amendment (CWA)
(SPA Proposes)

s.35 Order (CWA)
(Minister’s Order)

Examples
i.e. New/expanded systems
Completion of technical work
Implementation challenges
i.e. Minister’s discretion
(SPA unable to obtain municipal
Support for amendments)

s.36 Update (CWA)
(Mandatory Review)

i.e. Most SPP revisions
e.g. new policies, new technical work

s.51 (O. Reg. 287/07)
(SPA’s Discretion)

i.e. Minor administrative errors
e.g. correction of typographic errors

At CTC SPC meeting #1/16, held on November 28, 2016, by RES. #5/16, the CTC SPC
authorized the formation of an Amendments Working Group (WG) to work with staff and
municipal partners to develop recommendations for amendments to the CTC Source Protection
Plan (CTC SPP). Members of the Amendments WG include representation from each of the
municipalities responsible for drinking water systems, source protection authority (SPA) staff, as
well as members of the CTC SPC including J. Abouchar, N. Crawhall, C. Gerrits, R. Goodings,
D. Kentner, G. Maltby, and P. Miasek. Amendments WG meetings have been held on
Thursday, June 15 and Wednesday, September 6, 2017.
TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS
In advance of negotiating the CTC Source Protection Region (CTC SPR) workplan for 20172018 with the Source Protection Programs Branch, staff consulted with municipal partners to
confirm whether there were any technical activities planned in their jurisdiction. The technical
work expected to take place between April 1, 2017 and March 31, 2018 is detailed in the table
below. All of this technical work falls within the scope of a section 34 amendment to the CTC
SPP. Since the timeline for approval of the s. 36 workplan is unknown, WG members are
supportive of including proceeding with incorporating this technical information into the CTC
SPP through a section 34 amendment in spring 2018.
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Municipality
Town of Erin
Region of Peel
York Region
Town of Orangeville

Proposed s.34 Activities
Two new municipal groundwater wells
Two new municipal groundwater wells
Two municipal groundwater to be decommissioned
Revisit recharge mapping associated with York Tier 3 Numerical
Model
Update mapping for Nobleton Wells
Revise mapping in Credit Valley Assessment Report to reflect
accurate vulnerability scoring for certain wells

POLICY AMENDMENTS: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS
During their two meetings, the WG discussed CTC SPP policies which municipal staff have
communicated are challenging to implement given ambiguity in the policy, practicality, and
enforcement difficulties. Eleven policies have been discussed in detail; these include:


The Transition policy outlines the circumstances under which a future significant
drinking water threat activity may be considered an existing significant drinking water
threat activity.



GEN-1 manages existing and future activities within vulnerable areas where the activity
is or would be a significant drinking water threat as designated under section 59 of the
Clean Water Act, 2006, by requiring Risk Management Officials to screen applications
for works proposed under the Planning Act, the Condominium Act, and Building Code,
excluding residential uses.



SNO-1 prohibits existing and future snow storage in WHPA-A and future snow storage in
WHPA-B (VS = 10), WHPA-E (VS ≥ 9) and in the remainder of the Issue Contributing
Area for Sodium or Chloride. In emergency situations, future snow storage may be
permitted outside of WHPA-A as determined by the Risk Management Official. Existing
snow storage is otherwise managed outside of WHPA-A requiring a Risk Management
Plan.



REC-1 is a “land use planning” policy that manages activities within a WHPA-Q2 that
reduce recharge to an aquifer to ensure they do not result in a significant drinking water
threat. Through the plan review process, The Planning Approval Authority is required to
only approve development that meets certain pre-development water balance criterion or
implements best management practices to minimize reduction in groundwater recharge
to the greatest extent feasible.



SAL-7 prohibits the future handling and storage of road salt where it would be a
significant drinking water threat. The existing handling and storage of road salt is
otherwise managed by requiring a Risk Management Plan. This policy excludes
incidental quantities for personal use and is not intended to apply to the handling and
storage of small quantities of road salt at single family dwellings.
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REC-2 is a Part IV, section 58 tool that is implemented by the Risk Management Official
to manage an activity that reduces recharge to an aquifer. This policy applies to future
threats in a WHPA-Q2 with a significant risk level, but not to future threats in a WHPAQ2 with a moderate risk level.



SWG-6 is a Specify Action policy encouraging municipalities to pass by-laws under the
Municipal Act to require mandatory connections to the municipal sewer system for new
developments and existing systems and decommissioning of existing systems, where
municipal sanitary sewers and capacity are available. This policy is applicable to both
septic systems, including holding tanks, governed under the Building Code Act and
Ontario Water Resources Act.



SWG-8 prohibits future septic systems with subsurface disposal of effluent governed
under the Ontario Water Resources Act in WHPA-A. Septic systems governed under
the Ontario Water Resources Act are otherwise managed through the Prescribed
Instrument. This policy should be implemented in conjunction with SWG-9.



SWG-9 is a land use planning policy prohibiting new development dependent on septic
systems with subsurface disposal of effluent in WHPA-A. New development dependent
on septic systems with subsurface disposal of effluent shall only be permitted subject to
an approved Environmental Assessment, or similar planning process, that assures the
safety of the drinking water. This policy applies only to those septic systems governed
under the Ontario Water Resources Act. This policy should be implemented in
conjunction with SWG-8.



SWG-10 is a Specify Action policy requesting the Ministry of the Environment and
Climate Change to develop guidelines for managing significant drinking water threats
from septic systems with subsurface disposal of effluent for distribution to developers,
municipalities and other affected parties. This policy applies only to those septic systems
governed under the Ontario Water Resources Act.

Although one of the purposes of the section 36 review and update is to address policy
implementation challenges, the source protection authority does have the capacity to attend to
these difficulties through a section 34 amendment. For five of the eleven policies, the WG is
proposing that the CTC SPC review the implementation challenges brought forward by
municipal staff and revise these policies through the section 34 amendment in spring 2018. For
two of the policies, the WG intends to work collaboratively to create consistent guidance to
assist municipalities with their implementation. The remaining policies are likely to be
influenced in some capacity by the Phase I and Phase II revisions to the Technical Rules
currently being carried out by the Source Protection Programs Branch (SPPB). Since the
Phase II amendments are not likely to be made public formally through the Environmental Bill of
Rights (EBR) Registry until late 2017 or early 2018, the WG recommends that these policies be
revised, as necessary, through the section 36 update to the CTC SPP.
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Policy

Recommended Changes

Recommended
Action

Clarification on when a threat is considered existing for an inprogress development proposal.
Transition Suggest including reference to “the Building Code”.

GEN-1
SNO-1
REC-1
SAL-7

REC-2

DNAP-1
SWG-6
SWG-8
SWG-9
SWG-10

Consideration of impact on water quantity policies (REC,
DEM).
Scope the land uses, activities, or types of building projects
which require section 59(2) notices.

Amend through
s. 34

The addition of the RMO exemption authority.
Revise policy to require RMP for future snow storage areas.
Establish minimum criteria for water balance requirement.
Define “incidental quantities for personal use” in the
policy. Consider including volume/ mass thresholds in the
definition.
Clarify types of building projects requiring Risk Management
Plan for recharge.
Provide guidance on Risk Management Measures to meet
policy objectives.
Define “incidental quantities for personal use” in the
policy. Consider including volume / mass thresholds in the
definition.
Update policy to reflect changes in Technical Rules.

Regional
Guidance
Regional
Guidance / Amend
through s. 36
Amend through
s. 36

INTERIM MEASURE TO ASSIST WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY REC-1
The York-Durham Future Significant Groundwater Quantity Threat Area is one of the largest
wellhead protection areas for quantity (WHPA-Q) delineated in the Province through a Tier 3
Water Budget and Water Quantity Risk Assessment. Given its size and location, a number of
lower tier municipalities in this WHPA-Q have been experiencing challenges with the
implementation of the REC-1 policy, which generally requires the maintenance of groundwater
recharge. A significant portion of the municipal boundaries within the southern portion of the
WHPA-Q are down-gradient of the York Region municipal supply wells. Further, recharge
reduction in these down-gradient areas of the WHPA-Q do not impact drinking water levels in
the York Region municipal supply wells, therefore, there is little value imposing the onerous
Policy REC-1 requirements in the name of drinking water source protection in these areas.
Through a section 34 amendment to Policy REC-1, the WG is recommending that this policy be
revised so that all development down-gradient of municipal wells would be exempt from
requiring a water balance assessment to demonstrate that predevelopment recharge will be
maintained (or potential off-site compensation), while still requiring BMPs to be implemented
with the goal of protecting predevelopment recharge. The proposed change to Policy REC-1
will only impact lands within the York-Durham Future Significant Groundwater Quantity Threat
Area. There will be no impact on the implementation of REC-1 in other groundwater quantity
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threat areas in the CTC Source Protection Region (CTC SPR).
Policy REC-1 has been revised to incorporate proposed amendments from the WG. In addition,
a map identifying which areas would be considered ‘down-gradient’ of municipal wells outlines
which portions of the WHPA-Q would be subject to the implementation of BMPs in the interest
of protecting recharge, as opposed to requiring a water balance assessment to demonstrate the
maintenance of pre-development recharge. The effect of these proposed amendments is
provided below:


Adding “site alteration” to the types of applications requiring BMPs with the goal of
maintaining predevelopment recharge;



Removing the water balance exemption for single family dwellings that represent major
development (500m² or greater), while still exempting the majority of single family
dwellings (i.e. less than 500m²) and now exempting applications for non-major
development (less than 500m²) that require site plan control (prevents minor site
alterations with little to no increase in impervious cover that trigger Site Plan review from
needing a water balance);



Exempting development on lands down-gradient of municipal wells within the Tier 3
Water Budget WHPA-Q2 Area from having to produce a water balance assessment
demonstrating that predevelopment recharge will be maintained (less onerous recharge
maintenance requirements). This will reduce the number of water balance assessments
required in areas that do not ultimately affect municipal drinking water quantity;



Clarifying directly in the policy (from the Explanatory Document) that the Planning
Approval Authority has a certain level of flexibility regarding water balance requirements
and off-site recharge enhancement based on the scale and location of development (as
per requests from multiple municipalities); and



Harmonizing the Explanatory Document with the policy to clarify whether associated
implementing official plan (OP) or Zoning By-law Amendment (ZBA) applications must
also comply with REC-1 Policy 2.

Since Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority (TRSPA) will only be submitting the
proposed section 34 amendments to the Source Protection Programs Branch (SPPB) in May June 2018, it is expected that there will be some time before the amendments will be approved.
Given the extent of difficulty municipalities in the southern portion of the WHPA-Q are currently
experiencing in trying to comply with the implementation of REC-1, the WG recommends an
interim measure. The WG proposes that the CTC SPC pass a resolution allowing municipalities
down-gradient of municipal supply wells to treat all development as minor development
requiring only recharge BMPs.
PLAN AMENDMENT PROCESS
There are seven stages to making amendments to source protection plans under section 34 of
the Clean Water Act, 2006. Each of these seven stages is documented below with their
associated timeline.
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Stage of Plan Amendment Process
Need for Plan Revisions Confirmed (SPA initiates amendments)
Plan Amendment(s) Developed (In consultation with SPC)
Early Engagement (Municipalities, MOECC)
Pre-consultation (All Implementing Bodies)
Municipal Endorsement (Council Resolutions)
Public Consultation
SPA submits to the MOECC

Anticipated Timeline
October 2017
Sept. 2017 – Jan. 2018
June 2017 – Jan. 2018
Feb. – March 2018
Feb. – April 2018
March – April 2018
May – June 2018

NEXT STEPS
Pending endorsement from the CTC SPC for the amendments proposed in the following report,
staff will proceed with receiving the appropriate support from TRSPA, Credit Valley Source
Protection Authority (CVSPA), and Central Lake Ontario Source Protection Authority (CLOSPA)
at their October 2017 meetings.
The WG will proceed with discussing options for the revision of the remainder of the policies
identified as having implementation challenges and prepare policy text for consideration of the
CTC SPC at their January 2018 meeting.
Report prepared by: Jennifer Stephens, 416-661-6600, extension 5568; Jeff Thompson,
416-661-6600, extension 5386
Emails: jstephens@trca.on.ca; jthompson@trca.on.ca
For information contact: Jennifer Stephens, 416-661-6600, extension 5568; Jeff
Thompson, 416-661-6600, extension 5386
Emails: jstephens@trca.on.ca; jthompson@trca.on.ca
Date: August 31, 2017
Attachments: 2
1 – Proposed Revisions to REC-1
2 – WHPA-Q Downgradient Line
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Proposed Revisions to REC-1 through Section 34 Amendments to the CTC Source
Protection Plan
REC-1 (Amended Text)
Land Use Planning (Planning Policies for Protecting Groundwater Recharge)
For applications under the Planning Act within the Tier 3 Water Budget WHPA-Q2 identified as
having significant water quantity threats, the relevant Planning Approval Authority shall ensure
recharge reduction does not become a significant drinking water threat by:
1) Requiring new development and site alteration for lands zoned Low Density Residential
(excluding subdivisions) or zoned Agricultural to implement best management practices such as
Low Impact Development (LID) with the goal to maintain predevelopment recharge.
2) Requiring that all site plan and subdivision applications (excluding an application for one
single family dwelling) to facilitate major development (excluding development on lands downgradient of municipal wells – See Attached Map) for new residential, commercial, industrial and
institutional uses provide a water balance assessment for the proposed development to the
satisfaction of the Planning Approval Authority which addresses each of the following
requirements:
a) maintain pre-development recharge to the greatest extent feasible through best
management practices such as LID, minimizing impervious surfaces, and lot level
infiltration;
b) where pre-development recharge cannot be maintained on site, implement and
maximize off-site recharge enhancement (within the same WHPA-Q2) to compensate for
any predicted loss of recharge from the development; and
c) for new development (excluding a minor variance) within the WHPA-Q2 and within an
Issue Contributing Area (for sodium, chloride or nitrates), the water balance assessment
shall consider water quality when recommending best management practices and
address how recharge will be maintained and water quality will be protected.
The Planning Approval Authority shall use its discretion to implement the requirements of this
policy to the extent feasible and practicable given the specific circumstances of a site and offsite recharge opportunities.
Major Development is the construction of a building or buildings with a ground floor area, and
any other impervious surfaces, cumulatively equal to or greater than 500m²
3) Only approving settlement area expansions as part of a municipal comprehensive review
where it has been demonstrated that recharge functions will be maintained on lands designated
Significant Groundwater Recharge Areas within WHPA-Q2.
4) Amending municipal planning documents to reference most current Assessment Reports in
regards to the Significant Groundwater Recharge Areas within WHPA-Q2.
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REC-1 Explanatory Document (Amended Text)
Policy REC-1 is a land use planning policy that manages activities that reduce recharge to an
aquifer. This policy applies to future threats in a WHPA-Q2 with a significant or moderate risk
level.
The intent of the policy is to ensure that the Planning Approval Authority makes decisions that
do not result in recharge reduction from new development becoming a significant drinking water
threat within a WHPA-Q2. The Planning Approval Authority, through the plan review process
(i.e., Planning Act applications) will determine what is required, and determine the acceptability
of the proposed actions, in the water balance assessments.
The CTC Source Protection Committee wants the Planning Approval Authority to have the
flexibility to require the appropriate level of detail in a specific water balance assessment
commensurate with the scale and location of a proposed development. For example, within the
WHPA-Q2 are areas that have been identified as Significant Groundwater Recharge Areas
which are particularly important due to the nature of the soils and slope that permit higher than
average infiltration of precipitation to replenish the groundwater. These areas should be given
particular protection. Other areas within the Tier 3 WHPA-Q2, may not be important for recharge
and/or cannot provide the required infiltration due to the local soil and slope conditions. Site
specific assessment and identification of the recharge characteristics of the site should be part
of such water balance assessments, or equivalent. Where a detailed assessment is warranted,
using the current version of the Tier 3 Water Budget model and updated information should
ensure that the results are technically robust and comparable to the original analysis.
The local Source Protection Authority has the model files and information to support this
analysis, but it is envisioned that an applicant will have to retain qualified expertise to do the
analysis.
The Source Protection Committee encourages the “complete application” check list be updated
to include the Water Balance Assessment.
The intent of Part 1) of the policy is to avoid the burden on individual residential owners or
agricultural operations by requiring that they of requiring undertake expensive hydrogeological
assessments for non- major development but to protect while instead protecting recharge
by requiring instead the implementation of that they implement best management practices
such as low impact development that will to reduce or eliminate any impact from their
building, or development, or site alteration activities that are subject to planning approvals. In
general, on low density and agriculturally zoned lands, it is possible to ensure that increased
roof and impermeable surface run-off from non-major development and site alteration will
not result in recharge reduction (i.e. can be directed to on-site infiltration) and thus maintain
recharge without requiring technical assessments. As such, it was determined that
reductions in recharge associated with non-major development and site alteration would
be best addressed by requiring best management practices such as low impact
development.
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The intent of Part 2) of this policy is to ensure certain Planning Act applications (excluding an
application for one single family dwelling and on lands zoned agricultural) include an
assessment of the potential reduction in recharge so that specific measures are identified and
implemented to ensure the proposal does not result in recharge reduction becoming a
significant drinking water threat within a WHPA-Q2. This requirement applies to major
development on lands with the greatest potential for reducing recharge, such as commercial,
employment, institutional, industrial uses and includes residential subdivisions. but excludes an
application for one single family dwelling. Planning Act applications applicable to Parts 2 (a) and
(b) include site plan applications, draft plan of subdivision applications, and any associated
implementing official plan or zoning by-law amendment applications, however, applications for
development on lands zoned agricultural, non-major development, and any development
on lands down-gradient of municipal wells, are exempt from Part 2).
The intent of Part 2 (b) is to allow the municipality the option where it meets local requirements
to require the applicant to locate compensating recharge on another site within the WHPA-Q2
where it is not feasible to protect pre-development recharge within the development site. The
CTC Source Protection Committee concluded that the local municipality is best placed to
determine the optimal actions to protect recharge and this provides them some local flexibility in
their decision-making.
Part 2 (c) of this policy applies ONLY to those parts of a WHPA-Q2 which are also within an
Issue Contributing Area for Sodium, Chloride or Nitrate. These areas are shown on the maps in
the appendices in the Source Protection Plan and also will be provided by the Source Protection
Authority in other formats upon request to municipalities or other planning approval authorities.
This requirement is intended to ensure that any risk management measure that is implemented
to maintain recharge does not create a threat to source water quality. For example, infiltration of
stormwater containing road salt in an Issue Contributing Area for Sodium or Chloride is a
significant drinking water threat and subject to policies SWG-11 and SWG-12. The CTC Source
Protection Committee has included Part 2 (c) of this policy for clarity to ensure that an
implementing body does not inadvertently approve an activity to protect water quantity that is a
threat to water quality.
The intent of Part 3) is to ensure municipalities evaluate planned growth against recharge
reduction at a large scale and only proceed if the planned growth will not result in new
significant drinking water threats. Once feasibility of the growth is confirmed, development
proponents are subject to Parts 1) and 2) of this policy which are site-specific.
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Source Protection Committee
Meeting #2/17, September 20, 2017

FROM:

David Kentner, Amendments Working Group Chair

RE:

CTC SPC Endorsement of Approach to Section 36 Review and Workplan
Development

KEY ISSUE: Discuss proposed approach to completing the section 36 review of the CTC
Source Protection Plan (CTC SPP) and obtain support from the SPC to proceed
with carrying out the review.
RECOMMENDATION
WHEREAS the Clean Water Act, 2006 and Ontario Regulation 287/07 clearly identify the
scope and process by which amendments can be made to a source protection plan;
AND WHEREAS the CTC Source Protection Committee (SPC), at Meeting #1/16, held on
November 28, 2016 by RES. #5/16, authorized the formation of an Amendments Working
Group (WG) to work with staff and municipal partners to develop recommendations for
amendments to the CTC Source Protection Plan (CTC SPP) and report back at Meeting
#2/17;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the CTC SPC endorses the approach
recommended by the WG to proceed with the review of the CTC SPP as required under
section 36 of the Clean Water Act, 2006; and
THAT staff be directed to take the necessary action to consult with the implementing
bodies on the proposed content of the section 36 review and report back to the SPC at
Meeting #1/18 to be held January 24, 2018.
BACKGROUND
The Clean Water Act, 2006 (CWA) requires source protection authorities/committees and
municipalities to review and update approved source protection plans in a manner that is set out
in a section 36 Order made by the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change (Minister) at
the time the source protection plan is approved. Further, in 2014 the Ontario Auditor General
specifically recommended that there was a need to develop a strategy that addresses timely
updates to plans to ensure they remain current.
The Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) has adopted a “workplan
approach” through the issuance of section 36 Orders, for the majority of plan reviews. The lead
source protection authority (Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority - TRSPA) is
required to provide MOECC with a workplan outlining the scope and scale of the CTC Source
Protection Plan review (and any potential updates), as well as rationale by a pre-determined
date. The intent is that the review would take into consideration the experience gained from plan
implementation, as well as consultation and recommendations from local source protection
authorities, the source protection committee, municipalities, and the MOECC. In the CTC
Source Protection Plan (CTC SPP) approval letters sent to the TRSPA, the Credit Valley Source
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Protection Authority (CVSPA), and the Central Lake Ontario Central Authority (CLOSPA), the
Minister identified that the section 36 workplan for the CTC Source Protection Region (CTC
SPR) is required to be submitted by November 30, 2018.
The CWA provides flexibility on the scope of the review, including providing the Minister the
ability to specify certain items (topics, or even geographic areas) the review must contain, as
well as items it must not address. Also, section 36 Orders may be amended at any time by the
Minister. Such an Order can specify the content and timeframes for the review as well as any
necessary updates. In addition, the Act authorizes source protection authorities (under s.34)
and the ministry (under s.35) to proceed with critical plan amendments in advance or
independently of the full plan review cycle.
CONTENT OF SECTION 36 REVIEW
In December 2016, the Source Protection Programs Branch of the MOECC released guidance
to assist source protection committees and authorities in directing the review of their Source
Protection Plan and in preparing their workplan for submission to the Minister. The main
content of the review is outlined in the table that follows.
Section 36 Review Content

Results of Environmental
Monitoring Programs

Questions for the SPC to consider
Do the results of local environmental monitoring identify a trend?
Do results indicate policy approaches are/are not effective at
meeting the ‘cease to be significant’ test under section 22 of the
Clean Water Act, 2006?
Is there a need for additional environmental monitoring to inform
future decisions and source protection plan updates?
Has there been substantial growth within the source protection
areas?

Growth and Infrastructure
Changes

Council Resolutions

Policy Effectiveness
Implementation Challenges
Technical Rule Changes

Impacts of Prohibition
Policies on the Agricultural
Community

Is new growth planned that was not considered in the
original SPP?
Are any municipalities planning new or expanded drinking water
systems?
Has there been any municipal council resolutions to add new
drinking water systems?
Are there any plans for council resolutions to include other types
of drinking water system?
Is there a need to make changes to address new policy gaps or
ineffective policies?
Are there local concerns with source protection plan
implementation that need to be addressed?
Are there changes to the Director’s Technical Rules that
significantly change the conclusions of your assessment report,
or the outcomes of your source protection plan?
Where the SPP used prohibition policies for agricultural activities
outside of the WHPA-A, the SPC should undertake an
assessment of the impacts of these prohibition policies on the
agricultural community. The analysis should include an
assessment of the effectiveness and impact of the prohibition
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Other local considerations
(i.e. Lake Ontario, Tier 3
Water Budgets)

policies versus what could be achieved through possible
management approaches to the agricultural drinking water risks.
Does the SPC need to include new information in the SPP
related to Lake Ontario or the Tier 3 Water Budget and Water
Quantity Risk Assessments.

PROPOSED APPROACH FOR COMPLETING THE SECTION 36 REVIEW AND WORKPLAN
With the number of CTC SPC meetings and the opportunity for discussion among Committee
members being much more limited than in previous years, staff propose the use of the
Amendments WG to help advance the section 36 review and workplan development. Currently,
the Amendments WG has two scheduled meetings in advance of the January 24, 2018 SPC
meeting. During these meetings, and in conjunction with a number of one-on-one discussions
with local implementing bodies, it is anticipated that considerable progress will be made.
Development of the workplan is expected to proceed throughout the Fall, culminating in its
completion in early Fall 2018. The table which follows outlines the proposed focus of the
section 36 review and associated workplan development over the next 6 months. As with other
deliverables under the Clean Water Act, 2006, it is expected that key stakeholders will be
engaged throughout the process.
Section 36 Review Content &
Proposed Approach
Workplan Development
January 2018 SPC Meeting
Where municipal groundwater monitoring has
historically shown increasing or decreasing trends
and/or exceedances of the Ontario Drinking Water
Standards, the source protection authority (SPA) and
the municipality are required to work in partnership to
Results of Environmental
assess trends from continued monitoring (GEN-7; SALMonitoring Programs
9).

Growth and Infrastructure changes
Council Resolutions
Implementation Challenges
Impacts of Prohibition Policies on
the Agricultural Community

Other local considerations
(i.e. Lake Ontario, Tier 3 Water
Budgets)

Further to these assessments, SPA and municipal staff
will work collaboratively to evaluate results of
environmental monitoring at the other municipal
drinking water systems in the CTC SPR.
Discussions with municipalities responsible for the
operation and maintenance of drinking water systems
will take place through Fall 2017.
Staff will summarize each policy requiring the
prohibition of agricultural activities outside of WHPA-A.
Through the Amendments WG, implementing bodies
will be able comment on the impact of these policies.
The Lake Ontario Collaborative Group has now been
created as required by policy LO-G-2 with
representation from the Region of Durham, Region of
Peel, the City of Toronto, and the Ministry of the
Environment and Climate Change. Technical staff from
these organizations will be engaged for
recommendations appropriate for consideration by the
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Committee.
Discussions will take place with municipalities to
determine whether updates are needed to the
numerical models developed through the tiered water
budget process followed during the preparation of the
Assessment Report.

Policy Effectiveness

Technical Rule Changes

March and June 2018 SPC Meetings
The SPC will evaluate whether the existing policies in
the CTC SPP are meeting their intended purpose once
the 2017 Annual Reports are received from
implementing bodies.
Only the Phase 1 changes to the Technical Rules have
been finalized with the Phase 2 changes to the
Technical Rules anticipated in early 2018. Once the
proposed changes are made public, a review of the
methodologies used in the CTC SPP will need to be
completed and evaluated in relation to the new
methods identified as appropriate.

NEXT STEPS
Pending endorsement of the proposed approach for conducting the section 36 review and
developing the corresponding workplan, staff will work with the Amendments WG to prepare
content for consideration by the CTC SPC at their January 2018 meeting.
Report prepared by: Jennifer Stephens, 416-661-6600, extension 5568
Email: jstephens@trca.on.ca
For information contact: Jennifer Stephens, 416-661-6600, extension 5568
Email: jstephens@trca.on.ca
Date: September 5, 2017
Attachments: 0
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Source Protection Committee
Meeting #1/18, September 20, 2017

FROM:

Jennifer Stephens, Program Manager, CTC Source Protection Region

RE:

Update on 2017 Annual Reporting progress and approval of templates

KEY ISSUE: To secure support from the CTC SPC for the Annual Reporting Approach and
acquire feedback on the Draft CTC SPR Annual Progress Report.
RECOMMENDATION
WHEREAS the Clean Water Act, 2006 and Ontario Regulation 287/07 identify annual
reporting requirements;
AND WHEREAS the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) has
specified the date by which the first annual report from the CTC source Protection
Region is required;
AND WHEREAS staff of the Source Protection Program Branch, MOECC have provided
guidance and the templates necessary to complete the first annual report to the Minister
of MOECC;
AND WHEREAS the CTC SPC Annual Reporting Working Group (WG) has provided input
into the direction and requirements for CTC SPR annual reporting;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the CTC SPC endorses the proposed Annual
Reporting Approach for the CTC SPR;
AND THAT staff be directed to work with CTC SPR municipalities to finalize the
customized reporting templates for submission in February 1, 2018;
AND THAT staff be directed to revise the CTC SPR Public Facing Annual Report taking
into account feedback obtained at CTC SPC Meeting #2/17 (September 20, 2017), as well
as suggestions from members of the Annual Reporting WG,
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to provide drafts of both the MOECC Annual
Progress Report and the CTC SPR Annual Progress Report to the CTC SPC at Meeting
#1/18 to be held on January 24, 2018 for their consideration.

BACKGROUND
Annual Monitoring and Reporting Requirements are outlined in the Clean Water Act (CWA),
2006 under section 46 (Annual Progress Reports) and section 81 (Part IV Regulation of
Drinking Water Threats).


The reporting requirements under section 46 are generally broad and include measures
taken to implement the Source Protection Plan, results of municipal monitoring policies,
the extent to which objectives in the Plan are being achieved and other information as
prescribed by the Regulations. The CTC Source Protection Region (CTC SPR) is
required to submit its first Annual Progress Report to the Minister of the Environment
and Climate Change (MOECC) by May 1, 2018.
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Under Section 81 of the Clean Water Act, 2006 and section 65 of Ontario Regulation (O.
Reg.) 287/07, each Risk Management Official (RMO) must prepare a report annually
and submit it to the appropriate source protection authority within which a portion of their
jurisdiction is located. This report summarizes the actions taken by the Risk
Management Official and Risk Management Inspector(s) during the preceding year.

MOECC ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTING FRAMEWORK
Over the past two years, the MOECC, with input from source protection areas (SPA) and
regions (SPR), has been working towards developing and refining an Annual Progress
Reporting Framework, which includes reportables and performance measures to meet the
legislated reporting requirements under section 46 of the Clean Water Act, 2006 and section 52
of O. Reg. 287/07. The most recent iteration of the Annual Progress Reporting Framework was
released by the Ministry in February 2017.
This Framework requires the annual submission of two key deliverables: a ‘public facing’ report
and a completed Supplemental Annual Progress Reporting Form (SAPRF). Collectively, this
information will advise the MOECC of the implementation of source protection plans and the
overall success of the Program. The lead SPA (Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority
(TRSPA)) is responsible for the submission of all products annually by May 1 to the MOECC on
behalf of the CTC SPR. Feedback on the SAPRF was collected by the MOECC in early
summer 2017 and is expected that another version can be expected in Fall 2017 to clarify some
of the details requested of the SPA/SPRs.
APPROACH TO ANNUAL REPORTING ON YEAR 1 OF IMPLEMENTATION (2016)
In February 2017, those responsible for the implementation of policies outlined in the CTC
Source Protection Plan (CTC SPP) were required to report on their activities during the
preceding year (2016), however, this information was not required to be submitted to the
MOECC. Implementation information was gathered using Excel spreadsheets created by the
Lake Erie Source Protection Region (LESPR) to encourage consistency for municipalities
reporting to both SPRs. The spreadsheet was a consistent and well organized approach to
gathering data. However, the spreadsheet was not appropriate for all municipalities reporting to
the CTC SPR.
PROPOSED APPROACH TO ANNUAL REPORTING ON YEAR 2 OF IMPLEMENTATION
(2017)
At CTC SPC meeting #1/16, held on November 28, 2016, by RES. #4/16, the CTC SPC
authorized the formation of an Annual Reporting Working Group (WG) to work with staff and
municipal partners to develop recommendations for reporting due to the TRSPA, the Credit
Valley Source Protection Authority (CVSPA), and the Central Lake Ontario Source Protection
Authority (CLOSPA). Members of the Annual Reporting WG include representation from each of
the municipalities responsible for drinking water systems, source protection authority (SPA)
staff, as well as members of the CTC SPC including C. Gerrits, D. Goodyear, D. Kentner, and
M. Topalovic. A meeting was held on Wednesday, May 31, 2017 to discuss and acquire
feedback from the WG on the proposed approach to Annual Reporting for 2018. In addition, the
WG meeting was intended as an opportunity to review reporting expectations from the Province
and acquire direction from municipal partners relative to the optional reportables on the SAPRF
(Attachment 1).
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At WG Meeting #1/17, staff presented, and obtained support for, the proposed approach to
annual reporting on Year 2 of implementing the CTC SPP. The approach has three main
components:
1) Creation of municipality specific annual reporting templates;
2) Completion of the MOECC ‘Public Facing’ Annual Progress Report; and
3) Establishment of a CTC SPR Public Facing Annual Report.

MUNICIPALITY SPECIFIC ANNUAL REPORTING TEMPLATES
For each municipality in the CTC SPR, staff have created a customized template that includes
only the reportables (from the SAPRF that apply to that jurisdiction) (Attachment 2). In addition,
the template includes information that has been previously reported on (in February 2017) to
reduce administrative burden of duplicate reporting. Municipalities have offered positive
feedback for using these customized templates as the approach recognizes the reporting that
has been completed to date, as well as has the advantage of being tailored to each
municipality’s implementation responsibilities under the CTC SPP.
COMPLETION OF THE MOECC ‘PUBLIC FACING’ ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT
The MOECC has provided all SPA/SPRs a template for use as a public-facing document that
reports on progress made through the Drinking Water Source Protection program in an
accessible and consistent format. Given that staff have received first year annual reporting data
(2016) from implementing bodies (including the Province, municipalities, source protection
authorities, etc.), work has commenced on completing the template (Attachment 3).
The grading contained in the report template provided by the MOECC relates directly to the
content of the SARPF. In particular, the template requires that the source protection authority
report on the percentage of policies that are in the process of being implemented or are already
implemented; completion of septic inspections; progress of implementing policies related to
prescribed instruments; the number of source protection signs installed along roads; summary
of delays on plan policies; and monitoring of drinking water issues. The template also provides
the opportunity to describe the CTC SPR watershed, and deliver a message from the
committee.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A CTC SPR ‘PUBLIC FACING ANNUAL REPORT’
Although the templates provided by the MOECC are consistent and have value to comparing
implementation across the Province, discussions with WG members suggested that these tools
would be limited in their ability to communicate with the general public. Discussions at the WG
reinforced the importance of reaching a general audience to demonstrate being accountable for
provincial funding and showing the Program’s success. To that end, the CTC SPR has begun
to prepare a ‘public facing’ Annual Progress Report which uses infographics and clear metrics to
communicate how implementation of the CTC SPP is proceeding (Attachment 4).
The DRAFT Annual Progress Report was brought to the CTC SPR Implementation Working
Group (IWG) for their feedback on September 6, 2017. The document was well received and
valuable commentary was provided by municipal representatives. For example, it was
suggested that two pages of the document could be devoted to the progress of implementing
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policies at the Lake Ontario intakes. In addition, municipal staff felt that there should be metrics
showing the implementation of policies directed at the Province of Ontario (i.e., prescribed
instruments like Permits-To-Take-Water, Nutrient Management Strategies, Environmental
Compliance Approvals).
NEXT STEPS
Pending CTC SPC endorsement of the Annual Reporting approach outlined above, staff will
work with municipal staff to finalize the customized templates that have been prepared. The
intent is for all municipal staff to have their Draft Final template in October 2017. If necessary,
staff will amend the templates to reflect changes to the SAPRF should the MOECC release a
revised iteration of this document.
In addition, staff will continue to work with members of the Annual Reporting WG and the IWG
to prepare draft public-facing Annual Reports for consideration by the CTC SPC at their January
24, 2018 meeting, recognizing that the data for these documents will not be available until the
March 2018 CTC SPC meeting.
Report Prepared By: Alyssa Roth, 416-661-6600, extension 5568
Email: Alyssa.Roth@trca.on.ca
For Information contact: Alyssa Roth 416-661-6600, extension 5568
Email: Alyssa.Roth@trca.on.ca
Date: September 9, 2017
Attachments: 4
1 – Optional Reportables
2 – SAMPLE – Customized annual reporting template
3 – Content – MOECC Public Facing Annual Progress Report
4 – DRAFT – CTC SPR Annual Progress Report
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ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTING SUPPLEMENTAL FORM FOR SOURCE PROTECTION
MUNICIPAL IMPLEMENTATION – OPTIONAL REPORTABLES
Reportable

3a

4

7(a)(ii)

9(a)(ii)

11

26

30
33

34

36

37

Description
Estimated number of RMPs to be required to address
significant drinking water threats

On average, what proportion of the risk management
measures (not including administrative reporting
requirements) included in the RMPs were additional
requirements or actions?
State the total number of inspections carried out because
the Risk Management Inspector (RMI) had reasonable
grounds to believe that an activity being engaged in on a
property may be subject to section 57.
State the total number of inspections carried out because
the RMI had reasonable grounds to believe that an activity
being engaged in on a property may be subject to section
58.
How would the lead SPA describe the amount of
new/additional source protection information (e.g.,
threats, transport pathways, abandoned wells, etc. and
how they are managed), if any, that the RMO/ RMI
learned/gained through their duties as compared to what
was known at the time of plan approval, and that was
shared with the lead SPA during this reporting period?
If and where there are E&O initiatives that were
particularly successful that the SP Authority wishes to
highlight in the supplemental annual progress reporting
form, include its details here.
If and where there are successful incentive programs in
the SPR/SPA that the SPA wishes to highlight in the
supplemental annual progress reporting form.
Describe the actions/behavioural changes in the ICA that
might be contributing to the changes.
If and where there are participating municipal drinking
water systems in the Drinking Water Surveillance Program
and data is available, indicate whether there is a
parameter of concern.
Provide specific information on actions taken by any
person or body to reduce the impacts that transport
pathways could have on source water (e.g., number of
wells properly abandoned by municipalities and/or private
landowners in accordance with O. Reg. 903, etc.)?
If and where there are successful examples of a number of
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AR Working Group
Decision (May 31, 2017)
Yes. Should also include a
notation that this
information is ‘subject to
change’.
No.

Yes. Need clarification on
the difference between
site visit and inspection.
Yes. Need clarification on
the difference between
site visit and inspection.

No.

Yes.

Yes.
No.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

initiatives in the SPR that the authority wishes to highlight,
include its details in the table below.
Are there tools/resources that would be more useful if
41
No.
they were revised/modified?
Are there some unique examples of successful municipal
actions within the SPR that are being/have been
43
undertaken to protect source water either directly
Yes.
because of plan policies or as a result of more broad
integration of the science from source protection?
Are there examples of local residents and/or businesses
(including agriculture, salt applicator, fuel providers) who
are taking successful concrete actions (e.g., engaged in
more “green” behaviours that could protect water sources
44
Yes.
such as purchasing road salt alternatives, taking
precautions when storing or disposing hazardous waste,
organic solvents, etc.) to protect source water in their
community(ies)?
NOTE: A positive response (i.e. yes) indicates that the municipal representatives were supportive of
responding to these measures in their Annual Reports.
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2017 MUNICIPAL ANNUAL REPORT
Completion of this report satisfies the annual reporting requirements under the Clean Water Act, 2006
and its regulations.

MUNICIPALITY:

Township of Amaranth

SOURCE PROTECTION AREA:

Credit Valley SPA

REPORTING PERIOD:

January 1, 2017 – December 31, 2017

NAME OF MUNICIPAL CONTACT:

Sue Stone

EMAIL ADDRESS OF MUNICIPAL CONTACT:

suestone@amaranth-eastgary.ca

GENERAL INFORMATION
Risk Management Official
Ryan Post
rpost@nvca.on.ca
RMO/RMI Training: December, 2016
Property Entry Training: December, 2016
Risk Management Inspector
Michael Saunders
msaunders@nvca.ca
RMO/RMI Training: March, 2016
Property Entry Training: March, 2016
Alternate Risk Management Inspector
Tom Reeve
treeve@nvca.ca
RMO/RMI Training: March, 2016
Property Entry Training: March, 2016

Municipal Annual Report – 2017 – Township of Amaranth
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IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
Indicate with a ‘x’ whether by December 31, 2017 the policy has been implemented, is in the process of
being implemented, or whether the policy has not been implemented.
Tool

Part IV Tools

Land Use Planning

OP/Zoning Conformity
S.59 Restricted Land Uses
Priority for Inspections - RMPs
Incentive Programs

Policy
WST-1
WST-6
ASM-2
ASM-4
NASM-1
NASM-2
LIV-1
LIV-3
FER-2
FER-3
PES-1
PES-2
SAL-1
SAL-2
SAL-7
SNO-1
FUEL-3
DNAP-1
OS-1
DI-1
REC-2
GEN-1
WST-5
SWG-3
SWG-4
SWG-9
SWG-12
SWG-14
SWG-16
SWG-18
SAL-3
DEM-2
REC-1
SAL-10
T-8
T-9
GEN-1
GEN-2
GEN-5
PES-4

Municipal Annual Report – 2017 – Township of Amaranth
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Implemented

In Process
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Not Implemented

X
X
Page 2 of 13

Education and Outreach

Sewage System Inspections
Water Quality Monitoring Trends
By-Law – Sewer Connection
Location - Facilities - De-icing of aircraft
Municipal Water Conservation Plans
Joint Municipal Water Management
Identifying Additional Water Supplies
Ensure activities that reduce aquifer
recharge cease to be significant threats
Strategic Action

GEN-8
WST-2
SWG-2
SWG-7
FER-4
SAL-8
FUEL-4
DNAP-2
OS-2
DEM-5
SWG-1
GEN-7
SAL-9
SWG-6
DI-2
DEM-4
DEM-6
DEM-9

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

REC-3
SAL-12
SAL-13
DNAP-3
OS-3

Municipal Annual Report – 2017 – Township of Amaranth
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PART IV TOOLS
Please complete the right column for activities between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017.
2016
The estimated number of RMPs to be required to address significant drinking water threats.
The number of RMPs agreed to by the RMO under subsection 56 (1) or 58 (5) of the Act.
The number of RMPs currently under development by the RMO under subsection 56 (1) or 58
(5) of the Act.
The number of RMPs agreed to by the RMO under subsection 56 (6), 58 (10), or (12).
The number of properties (parcels) with RMPs agreed to or established
The number of existing significant drinking water threats managed through RMPs.
The number of RMPs the RMO refused to agree to or to establish under subsection 56 (9), 58
(15) or (16) of the Act.
How many section 59 notices were issued for activities to which neither a prohibition (s.57),
nor a RMP (s.58) policy applied, as per subsection 59(2)(a) of the CWA.
How many section 59 notices were issued for activities to which a RMP (s.58) policy applied, as
per subsection 59(2)b of the CWA.
The number of orders issued under Part IV of the Act
The number of notices given to the RMO under Reg. 287 subsections 61 (2) and (7)
The number of notices given by the RMO under Reg. 287 subsections 61 (10)
The number of inspections carried out under s.62 of the Act.
The number of inspections carried out in respect of an activity to which s.56 of the Act applies
The number of those cases in which the person was not complying with a RMP agreed to
or imposed under s.56 of the Act.
The number of inspections (including follow up visits) that were carried out for existing or
future activities that are prohibited under section 57 of the CWA.
The number of inspections carried out by the RMI because they had reasonable grounds
to believe that an activity subject to section 57 was taking place on a property.
For section 57 inspections, the number of cases in which the person was carrying out an
activity in contravention of subsection 57 (1) of the Act.
The number of existing significant drinking water threats have been prohibited through
Section 57 .
The number of inspections (including follow up visits) that were carried out for activities that
require a RMP under section 58 of the CWA.
The number of inspections carried out by the RMI because they had reasonable grounds
to believe that an activity subject to section 58 was taking place on a property.
The number of cases in which the person was not complying with a RMP agreed to or
imposed under section 58 of the Act.
The number of cases in which the person was carrying out an activity in contravention of
subsection 58 (1) of the Act.
Where there were cases of non-compliance with RMPs, describe in general terms, how
these cases were resolved?
Click or tap here to enter text.
The number of properties (i.e. parcels) which had inspections
The number of times the RMO caused a thing to be done under s.64 of the Act
The number of prosecutions
The number of prosecutions that resulted in a conviction under section 106 of the Act
Municipal Annual Report – 2017 – Township of Amaranth
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0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
n/a
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
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2017

OP/ZONING BY-LAW CONFORMITY EXERCISE
In the annual report for 2016, it was indicated that the municipality would need to complete both the
Official Plan and Zoning By-Law Conformity exercise. Between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017
was this process:
Official Plan

Zoning By-Law Conformity

☐ Completed
☐ Completed, but under appeal
☐ In progress
☐ Not started

☐ Completed
☐ Completed, but under appeal
☐ In progress
☐ Not started

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
a) Is the municipality working collaboratively with its upper tier counterpart on the
implementation of education and outreach programs being established to comply with source
protection plan policies?
Yes ☐

No ☐

If no, has the municipality delivered materials to affected properties and businesses in moderate
and low threat areas?
Yes ☐

No ☐

b) In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that the following methods were being
used to raise knowledge and awareness of source water protection. Please review for accuracy
and make changes as appropriate.
X

X
X

Development and distribution of educational materials for the general public
Development and distribution of educational materials for target audiences
In-person Workshops
Site visits
Source protection content for websites
Educational videos (e.g. YouTube)
Podcasts
Collaboration with other bodies (e.g. local organizations, Ministries)
Other. Please specify:
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c) In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that the following outreach efforts
were conducted to reach target audiences about source water protection. Please review for
accuracy and make changes as appropriate.

X

Social media promotion (e.g. use of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.)
Traditional media advertising (e.g. print media, radio, television)
Site visits
Integration with other outreach programs or campaigns
Articles in publications
Information kiosks at events / festivals
Other. Please specify:

d) What is the average estimated percentage of the target audience reached by all applicable E&O
policy initiates?
The estimated percentage of the target audience is:

%

SIGNAGE
a) In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that no source protection related road
signs had been installed on provincial highways. Has the municipality installed any road signs on
provincial highways between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017?
Yes ☐

No ☐

If yes, how many:

b) In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that no source protection related road
signs had been installed on municipal roads. Has the municipality installed any road signs on
municipal roads between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017?
Yes ☐

No ☐

If yes, how many:

KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION
In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that no surveys have been conducted to gauge
source protection and action. Has the municipality conducted any surveys between January 1, 2017 and
December 31, 2017?
Yes ☐

No ☐

If yes, please go to Appendix A.
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INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
In the Annual Report for 2016, it was indicated that the municipality was not participating in any
incentive programs. Has the municipality established any incentive programs between January 1, 2017
and December 31, 2017?
Yes ☐

No ☐

If yes, please go to Appendix B.

SEWAGE SYSTEMS INSPECTIONS
In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that zero on-site sewage systems required
mandatory inspections in accordance with the Ontario Building Code (OBC), is this accurate?
Yes ☐

No ☐

WATER SURVEILLANCE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
If and where there are participating municipal drinking water systems in the Drinking Water Surveillance
Program and data is available, indicate whether there is a parameter of concern. Describe changes in the
concentration of parameters since the approval of the assessment report (i.e., is it improving, getting
worse, or no change).
Click or tap here to enter text.

MUNICIPAL INTEGRATION
a) In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that source protection had been
integrated into the municipal land use planning and municipal building permit business
processes. Please review for accuracy and make changes as appropriate.
X

X
X
X
X

Staff involved with land use planning &/or s. 59 policies trained in source protection
Staff guidance documents updated/produced for evaluating land use planning
applications conforming with / having regard for source protection policies
Planning design & technical guidelines updated/produced for source protection
considerations for applicants
Strategy and timeline established to undertake OP and ZBL conformity exercise
Planning documents updated
Planning maps/schedules updated to show vulnerable areas
Siting / placement of activities away from vulnerable areas
Complete planning applications requirements updated
Procedures in place to flag where s.59 policies apply; including mechanism/process to
facilitate exchange of information about development application process and the
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issuance of s. 59 notices
Steps taken (e.g., municipal by-law, conservation authority regulation, etc.) to reduce
the number of applications that require RMO screening
Public works operations
Other. Please specify:
b) In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated source protection knowledge and
science have been integrated or are being integrated into the following municipal program
areas/activities. Please review for accuracy and make changes as appropriate.
Road salt storage and application
Snow storage
Pesticide storage and application
Hazardous waste storage
Organic waste storage
Municipal fuel storage (e.g., for heating, maintenance vehicles, etc.)
Well maintenance and operations
Municipal water quantity
Stormwater infrastructure maintenance
Other, Please specify: Emergency Response Procedures at the County level

MUNICIPAL USE
In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that the following resources have been used to
implement the CTC Source Protection Plan. Please review for accuracy and make changes as
appropriate.
X

X
X

Source Protection Information Atlas
Risk Management Official Forum
Resource Catalogue / Campaign in a Box toolkit
Education and Outreach Webinars
Education and Outreach Community of Practice
Guidance Materials (i.e., fact sheets, information bulletins, property entry)
MOECC Training (e.g. RMO/RMI certification, property entry)
OMAFRA/OFEC Information Sessions

FUNDING
In the annual report for 2016, the municipality indicated that source protection related costs have been
recovered through the Source Protection Municipal Implementation Fund. In 2017, were costs
recovered through the same Fund?
☐ Yes
☐ No
Municipal Annual Report – 2017 – Township of Amaranth
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ENUMERATED RISKS
In the municipal report submitted for 2016, the following figures were provided. Update the figures
based on implementation activities which took place between January 1, 2017 – December 31, 2017.
The running tally consists of the formula: A+B-C-D where:
A

=

Original estimate of SDWT engaged in/enumerated when the CTC SPP was approved

B

=

Additional SDWT identified after the CTC SPP was approved as a result of field
verification (i.e., not part of original estimate of SDWT)

C

=

SDWT included in enumeration estimates at the time of CTC SPP approval but
subsequently determined through field verification that: (i) it was not actually engaged
in at a particular location after all OR (ii) it was no longer engaged in (e.g., land may still
have an agricultural operation but owner no longer applying pesticides for their own
reasons)

D

=

SDWT addressed because policy is implemented. (Note: Where multiple policy tools
address any given threat sub-category, implemented means that actions associated with
at least one policy tool have been completed / are in place.)
Prescribed Drinking Water Threat

A

The establishment, operation or maintenance of a
waste disposal site within the meaning of Part V of the
Environmental Protection Act
The establishment, operation or maintenance of a
system that collects, stores, transmits, treats, or
disposes of sewage.
The application of agricultural source material to land.
The storage of agricultural source material.
The management of agricultural source material.
The application of non-agricultural source material to
land.
The handling and storage of non-agricultural source
material.
The application of commercial fertilizer to land.
The handling and storage of commercial fertilizer.
The application of pesticide to land.
The handling and storage of pesticide.
The application of road salt.
The handling and storage of road salt.
The storage of snow.
The handling and storage of fuel.
The handling and storage of dense non-aqueous phase
liquid.
The handling and storage of organic solvent.
The management of runoff that contains chemicals
Municipal Annual Report – 2017 – Township of Amaranth
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B

C

D

Threats
Remaining

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

1
2
1

1
2
1

2

2
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used in the de-icing of aircraft.
The use of land as livestock grazing or pasturing land,
an outdoor confinement area or a farm-animal yard. O.
Reg. 385.08, section 3.
Water taking from an aquifer without returning the
water to the same aquifer or surface water body.
Reducing recharge of an aquifer.
TOTAL

28
1
40

28
2

0

0

1
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MONITORING
a) Please report on any specific actions taken between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017 to
achieve the outcomes required by policies in the CTC Source Protection Plan which may not
have been captured in the previous questions that you feel is valuable and would contribute to
assessing the extent to which the CTC Source Protection Plan objectives are being achieved.
Click or tap here to enter text.
b) Based on your activities between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017 please provide your
feedback on the effectiveness of the policies in the CTC Source Protection Plan in ensuring a
threat ceases to be, or does not become significant.
Click or tap here to enter text.

SUCCESS STORIES
Please share success stories from your experience with source water protection. Consider discussing
examples of implementing land use planning policies, implementing education and outreach initiatives,
actions taken by business or residents that go above and beyond program requirements, or exceptional
work that has happened in the municipality. Please be specific for example include your target audience,
percentage of the target audience reached, outcomes, and whether the initiative reached significant
threat areas, if appropriate.
Click or tap here to enter text.
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AUTHENTICATION
I certify that the information provided in this Annual Report reflects accurate information
pertaining to the implementation of the CTC Source Protection Plan between January 1, 2016
and December 31, 2017.
Name:
Signature:

Date:
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APPENDIX A: KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION SURVEYS
Complete the table below for each survey conducted to indicate the population group targeted (e.g., farmers, fuel suppliers, population living in
the vulnerable areas/zones, etc.) and to discuss the results including, where possible and available, any insights gained about source protection
knowledge and any commitment made to changing behaviour that is protective of source waters.
Survey Name

Population Targeted

Survey Results
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APPENDIX B: INCENTIVES
Complete the table below indicating the types of incentives that were made available, the source that provided the incentives (municipality,
conservation authority, provincial ministry, etc.), the prescribed drinking water threat activities to which the incentive relates, the degree the
incentive assisted with the implementation of SPP policies that address significant drinking water threat activities, and include any additional
comments.
Type of Incentive

Source of Incentive

Prescribed Drinking Water
Threat

Degree
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Comments

MOECC SOURCE PROTECTION ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT
(PUBLIC FACING)
I.

INTRODUCTION

This annual progress report outlines the progress made in implementing our source protection plan for
the CTC Source Protection Region, as required by the Clean Water Act and regulations.

II.

A MESSAGE FROM YOUR LOCAL SOURCE PROTECTION COMMITTEE (200 WORDS)

Our progress score on achieving source protection plan objectives this reporting period:
P : Progressing Well/On Target – The majority of the source protection plan policies have been
implemented and/or are progressing in accordance with the timelines specified in the source protection
plan.
S : Satisfactory – Some of the source protection plan policies have been implemented and/or are
progressing in accordance with the timelines specified in the source protection plan.
L : Limited progress – A few of source protection plan policies have been implemented and/or are
progressing in accordance with the timelines specified in the source protection plan.
Explain how the source protection committee arrived at its opinion.

III.

OUR WATERSHEDS (1000 WORDS)

To learn more, please read our assessment reports and the CTC Source Protection Plan.
Provide a brief summary of your source protection region/area including a summary of the drinking
water systems.

IV.
1.

AT A GLANCE: PROGRESS ON SOURCE PROTECTION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

SOURCE PROTECTION PLAN POLICIES (100 WORDS)

State the grading (consistent with grades outlined in section II) that reflects overall progress in policy
implementation relative to the timelines in your policies.
Provide the percentage of policies which address significant drinking water threats that have been or are
in the process of being implemented.
2.

MUNICIPAL PROGRESS: ADDRESSING RISKS ON THE GROUND (150 WORDS)

State how many municipalities in your source protection region have vulnerable areas where significant
drinking water threat policies apply for context.
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State the grading (consistent with section II) that reflects the extent to which municipalities have
processes in place to ensure that their day-to-day planning decisions conform with your source
protection plan. Also include the percentage of municipalities that have processes in place.
Briefly describe the requirement that municipalities take as the next step to amend their Official Plan to
conform with your local source protection plan(s); the timeline set out in your plan; and, the extent that
municipalities have completed or are in the process of amending their Official Plans.
3.

SEPTIC INSPECTIONS (100 WORDS)

State the grading (as per section II) that reflects progress on how many on-site sewage systems (where
they are a significant drinking water threat) have been inspected once every five years in accordance
with the Ontario Building Code's mandatory septic inspection program. As part of your response, include
a percentage of on-site sewage systems inspected according to the required timelines and a brief
description of the inspection results.
4.

RISK MANAGEMENT PLANS (100 WORDS)

State the grading (as per section II) that reflects progress on risk management plan policy
implementation relative to the timelines in your source protection plan.
State the total number of risk management plans established in your source protection region/area.
Provide the total number of inspections carried out or planned by a Risk Management Official/Inspector
for prohibited or regulated activities.
Also include the compliance rate with the risk management plans established.
5.

PROVINCIAL PROGRESS: ADDRESSING RISKS ON THE GROUND (130 WORDS)

State the grading (as per section II) that reflects progress by provincial ministries to implement
prescribed instrument policies that address existing significant drinking water threats relative to the
timelines in your source protection plan.
Briefly describe the requirement to review previously issued prescribed instruments, outcomes of the
review, the timeline set out in your plan, and the percent progress averaged across the ministries.
6.

SOURCE PROTECTION AWARENESS AND CHANGE IN BEHAVIOUR (225 WORDS)

State the number of Drinking Water Protection Zone signs that have been installed in your source
protection region/area, if applicable.
OPTIONAL CONTENT (not a regulatory requirement):
Are you aware of significant changes in behaviour in your community that contribute to the protection
of source of drinking water that you would like to describe?
Please include examples of education and outreach activities that have supported these changes.
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7.

SOURCE PROTECTION PLAN POLICIES: SUMMARY OF DELAYS (500 WORDS)

Summarize the reasons behind any progress not made on implementing policies by the dates specified
in your source protection plan(s), and describe actions planned to implement these policies.
8.

SOURCE WATER QUALITY: MONITORING AND ACTIONS (500 WORDS)

List the drinking water systems in your source protection region with identified drinking water issues
(chemical or pathogen) in your assessment reports, if any.
Where there are drinking water issues at the municipal well or intake, describe any actions the
municipalities are taking to ensure the safe delivery of drinking water.
Describe any improvements that have been made in the concentration and/or trends. If there are no
improvements, then describe the actions underway as a result of the policies in your source protection
plan that you think will have a positive impact.
9.

SCIENCE-BASED ASSESSMENT REPORTS: WORK PLANS (150 WORDS)

Provide a summary of steps taken to implement the work plans described in technical rules #30.1
(Water Budget Tier 3), #50.1 (GUDI for WHPA-E or F), #116 (ICA) for your assessment report(s), if any.
10.

MORE FROM THE WATERSHED (150 WORDS)

To learn more about the CTC Source Protection Region, visit our www.ctcswp.ca.
OPTIONAL CONTENT (not a regulatory requirement):
Is there anything else you would like to share regarding the implementation of your source protection
plan(s)? You may also include photos.
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CTC SOURCE
PROTECTION REGION
The Clean Water Act, 2006 established Source
Protection Areas and Regions across Ontario,
based on the watershed boundaries of the
province’s 36 Conservation Authorities. The
CTC Source Protection Region encompasses
three such Areas: Credit Valley, Toronto and
Region, and Central Lake Ontario.
Each Region has a Source Protection Committee
responsible for undertaking a technical assessment
of municipal water sources to identify potential
vulnerabilities, and for developing a Source
Protection Plan.
The CTC Source Protection Region spans more
than 10,000 square kilometres and includes
33 municipalities. The most densely populated
region in Canada, it supports a wide variety
of sometimes conflicting water needs:
from drinking water supply and recreation to
industrial and agricultural uses.

Map of Municipal Drinking Water Systems in CTC SPR
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PROGRAM
ASSESSMENT

Program Assessment
Measure of the program’s progress in CTC Source Protection Region.
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)
Most of the source protection plan policies have been implemented and/or are
progressing according to the timelines in the source protection plan.
SATISFACTORY
Some of the source protection plan policies have been implemented and/or are
progressing according to the timelines in the source protection plan.
LIMITED PROGRESS MADE
A few source protection plan policies have been implemented and/or are
progressing in according to the timelines in the source protection plan.
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PROGRAM
ASSESSMENT
WHAT THE INDICATORS SHOW
Since the CTC Source Protection
Plan was approved two years ago
Risk Management Officials (RMO)
have accomplished measured steps
towards reducing significant drinking
water threats. RMOs verify where
threats exist, work with land and
business owners to change practices
or materials to remove threats, or
where this is impossible develop risk
management plans.

Screening Section 59 Notices
Under the Clean Water Act, 2006 Section 59 governs development applications that are
required to follow the policies in the Source Protection Plan. RMOs review applications to
make sure that the land use will not threaten drinking water sources.

Septic System Inspections
The Ontario Building Code’s mandatory septic inspection program gives public officials the
responsibility for ensuring septic systems are inspected every three to five years. Inspecting
septic systems to ensure they are properly maintained is important to reduce potential
threats to public health.

Inspections
Risk Management Officials may enter property if they believe an activity, identified in the
Source Protection Plan that threatens drinking water sources, is happening on the property.
Inspections are also scheduled to verify whether there are drinking water threats present and
to ensure the actions outlined in Risk Management Plans are implemented on-the-ground.
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TOWN OF MONO
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

0

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

0
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

2

NOT STARTED

7

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

100%
Inspections

20

35

0
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TOWNSHIP OF
AMARANTH
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

0

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

0
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

1

NOT STARTED

15

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

N/A
Inspections

35

27

0
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TOWNSHIP OF
EAST GARAFRAXA
SATISFACTORY

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

0

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

0
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

2

NOT STARTED

28

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

100%
Inspections

26

0

87
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TOWN OF
ORANGEVILLE
SATISFACTORY

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

2

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

32
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

7

NOT STARTED

39

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

100%
Inspections

158

565
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WELLINGTON
COUNTY
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

2

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

9
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

13

NOT STARTED

18

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

100%
Inspections

124

2

75
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PEEL REGION
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

0

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

13
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

2

NOT STARTED

24

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

100%
Inspections

0

78

115
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SIMCOE COUNTY
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

?

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

?
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

?

NOT STARTED

?

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

?

?

?
Inspections

?
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HALTON REGION
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

2

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

20
Septic System
Inspections

100%

IN DEVELOPMENT

9

NOT STARTED

296

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

56

Inspections

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

115

2
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YORK REGION
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

6

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

1
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

4

NOT STARTED

36

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

90%

39

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

54

Inspections

5
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CITY OF TORONTO
SATISFACTORY

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

N/A
Septic System
Inspections

N/A

IN DEVELOPMENT

N/A

NOT STARTED

N/A

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

?

?

N/A
Inspections

N/A
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DURHAM REGION
PROGRESSING WELL (ON TARGET)

Risk Management Plans
COMPLETED

1

Screening:
Section 59 Notices

1
Septic System
Inspections

IN DEVELOPMENT

0

NOT STARTED

1

Drinking Water Threats
Significant Drinking Water
Threats Addressed

Significant Drinking Water
Threats Still To Be Addressed

100%

9

Inspections

5

2
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IMPLEMENTATION
STATUS

IMPLEMENTED

IN PROGRESS

NO PROGRESS MADE

MUNICIPAL POLICIES that address

PROVINCIAL POLICIES that address

drinking water threat activities

drinking water threat activities

10%

20%

30%

60%

10%

70%

MUNICIPAL POLICIES that support

PROVINCIAL POLICIES that support

policies for drinking water threat activities

policies for drinking water threat activities

5%
10%
15%

30%
80%

60%
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SOURCE WATER PROTECTION IS
EVERYONE’S RESPONSIBILITY.
CTC Source Protection Region
5 Shoreham Drive Downsview, ON
416-661-6600 | sourcewater@trca.on.ca

www.ctcswp.ca
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TO:

Chair and Members of the CTC Source Protection Committee
Meeting #2/17, September 20, 2017

FROM:

Kerry Mulchansingh, Lead, Credit Valley Source Protection Authority
Heather McGinnity, Risk Management Official, Town of Orangeville

RE:

Town of Orangeville – Policy Implementation Update – SWG -19

KEY ISSUE:

To report to the CTC SPC on the status and results of research
conducted by the Town of Orangeville to determine the impact of the
Water Pollution Control Plant outfall on the increased chloride loadings at
Well 10

RECOMMENDATION:
WHEREAS Policy SWG-19 in the CTC Source Protection Plan (CTC SPP) requires that the
Town of Orangeville undertake research to determine the extent to which the chloride
loading from the Town’s Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP) outfall into the WHPA-E
for Well 10 influences the rising chloride levels measured at this well;
AND WHEREAS the Town of Orangeville is required to report back to the Credit Valley
Source Protection Authority (CVSPA) within 2 years from the date the CTC SPP takes
effect;
AND WHEREAS the CVSPA, in partnership with the Town of Orangeville is to report to
the CTC Source Protection Committee (CTC SPC) on the results of this research and
make recommendations to the CTC SPC as to whether a formal request should be made
to the MOECC to add the WPCP outfall as a Local Threat pursuant to section 119 of the
Technical Rules;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the CTC SPC recommends an extension of the
initial research work completed by BluMetric Inc.;
AND THAT monitoring of water quality at the WPCP effluent, Credit River, and Well 10
wellfield be conducted monthly for, at minimum, 12 months;
AND THAT the parameters being assessed include, at minimum, sodium, chloride,
bromide and acesulfame K;
AND THAT staff report back to the CTC SPC on the findings of this monitoring program
by December 31, 2018.
AND FURTHER THAT the report back to the CTC SPC shall include a recommendation as
to whether a formal request should be submitted to the Director pursuant to section 119
of the Technical Rules (2008) to classify the WPCP outfall as a Local Threat.

BACKGROUND
The Town of Orangeville (Town) Well 10 (Well 10) is located in the Town of Caledon,
immediately west of Highway 10 and less than 100 m from the Credit River. The vulnerable
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areas delineated for Well 10 include Wellhead Protection Areas (WHPAs) A, B, C, D, and E. In
accordance with the Technical Rules (2008), a WHPA-E was delineated due to the well’s
designation as GUDI (groundwater under the direct influence of surface water). The WHPA-E
for Well 10 includes a portion of the Credit River located upstream of Well 10, as well as several
tributaries that flow into the river.
An Issue Contributing Area (ICA) has also been delineated at Well 10, which encompasses the
five WHPAs (A –E). This ICA has been created to identify the scope of area where all activities
which contribute to increased chloride concentrations at Well 10 could be taking place. Chloride
was identified as an issue at Well 10 due to an observed upward trend in concentrations which
suggests that there will be exceedances of the Ontario Drinking Water Standard for this
parameter within a 30-year period of time1.
Treated sewage effluent from the Town’s Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP) discharges to
the Credit River within the WHPA-E for Well 10. The wastewater treatment process does not
treat for chloride; therefore, treated sewage effluent contains chloride from sources such as
water softeners and inflow to sanitary sewers. Since groundwater withdrawn from Well 10 is
under the direct influence of surface water, the WPCP effluent discharged to the Credit River
may be a potential source of increased chloride concentrations at Well 10.
Although the WPCP effluent is a source of chloride loading to the Credit River and within the
WHPA-E, previous hydrogeological investigations have not conclusively defined a clear
hydraulic connection between surface water in the Credit River and the Well 10 intake. This has
raised questions about the extent to which chloride loading from the Town’s WPCP influences
the rising chloride levels measured at Well 10.
The Provincial Tables of Drinking Water Threats (2015) do not define chloride in wastewater
effluent as a prescribed drinking water threat; therefore, the Town’s WPCP outfall would need to
be added as a Local Threat for the CTC SPC to create policies specific to this activity.
Through policy SWG-19, the CTC SPP required the Town to conduct further investigation into
the influence of chloride loading from the WPCP effluent on water quality at Well 10 to inform
whether the Town’s WPCP should be added as a Local Threat in future iterations of the CTC
SPP.

METHODOLOGY & RESULTS
The Town retained BluMetric Environmental Inc. (BluMetric) to complete the analyses
necessary to meet the requirements of policy SWG-19. The focus of this investigation was
twofold:
1)

Verify the presence/absence of a hydraulic connection between the Credit
River and the Well 10 supply aquifer; and

2)

If a hydraulic connection is present, determine the degree of influence the
WPCP effluent has on chloride concentrations at Well 10.

1

Issue Determination: Town of Orangeville Wells; September 2013; Prepared by the CTC SPR.
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The study was completed using a phased approach including a desktop assessment; work plan
development; and data collection and analysis. Key findings from this work are described
below.
1) Verification of a Hydraulic Connection
BluMetric started their investigation with a review of existing information relating to the
construction and development of Well 10 as a municipal production well. Reports dating back to
the first water quality sampling at the well in 1995 indicate that chloride has always been
present in the Well 10 supply aquifer; however, the concentrations have increased significantly
over the past 22 years. The desktop review also revealed that previous analyses performed to
determine the GUDI status for Well 10 were largely inconclusive due to inconsistencies in water
quality testing results, and some data gaps, which made it difficult to conclude that Well 10 was
not being influenced by surface water. Because the analyses were not able to determine the
GUDI status of Well 10, the investigation erred on the side of caution by designating the Well as
being influenced by surface water. BluMetric has recommended additional field investigations
to verify the presence or absence of a hydraulic connection.
In July 2017, BluMetric conducted water quality sampling that included acquiring grab samples
of the WPCP effluent, the Credit River, Well 10, and a shallow monitoring well in the Well 10
wellfield. The main parameters of interest in the water quality samples were human dietary
tracers. These tracers are useful as indicators of wastewater effluent due to their ability to pass
through the conventional wastewater treatment process unaltered. The theory behind this
research is that the presence of a human dietary tracer in Well 10, which is also present in the
WPCP effluent and the Credit River, would be an indicator of a hydraulic connection between
the surface water and the Well 10 aquifer. Of the ten parameters selected as tracer parameters
for this analysis, six were present above the laboratory detection limit in the WPCP effluent
sample, three were present in the Credit River sample, and only one was present in the Well 10
raw water sample (acesulfame K). The presence of low concentrations of acesulfame K (an
artificial sweetener) in the sample collected from Well 10 indicates that the WPCP effluent is
likely having a minor influence on the Well 10 water quality. However, further water quality
sampling should be conducted to quantify these findings with confidence.
2) Influence of WPCP Effluent on Well 10 Chloride
Two approaches were taken to characterize the extent of influence the WPCP has on Well 10
chloride concentrations: a salt mass balance and chloride/bromide ratios.
Salt mass balance modelling was the first approach used by BluMetric to attempt to determine
the extent of influence the WPCP may have on the Well 10 chloride loading. The salt mass
balance for Well 10 was performed through the desktop assessment and considered several
salt loading scenarios:




Chloride is exclusively from road salt;
Chloride is exclusively from the Credit River (and WPCP); and,
Chloride is from a combination of the Credit River and road salt application.

The mass balance model simulates the movement of salt across the Well 10 WHPAs to the
production well, while incorporating salt loadings from both roads and the Credit River.
Calibration parameters in the model included the percentage of salt applied to the road network
that leaches into the groundwater system, the amount of groundwater infiltration/recharge, and
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the amount of surface water infiltration from the river. These factors were adjusted until a
reasonable approximation of the observed chloride concentration at the production well was
achieved.
Results of the mass balance modeling indicate that chloride loading to Well 10 could be solely
due to infiltration of road salt laden runoff or a combination of infiltration of road salt laden runoff
and infiltration of river water containing chloride. Further analysis is required to distinguish
between these two possible scenarios.
A comparison of the chloride/bromide mass ratios from the WPCP, Credit River and Well 10
water was conducted as a method of determining the source of the chloride found in the water
obtained from Well 10 and estimating the contribution of chloride from each source. Water
softener salt and road salt have nearly identical chloride/bromide ratios, however these ratios
may be distinguished in sewage effluent as a result of other contributors to the effluent (i.e.,
human dietary inputs, human household goods).
In July 2017, one round of chloride/bromide sampling was conducted at Well 10, the WPCP
outfall, as well as at a number of monitoring wells and streambed piezometers located in the
Well 10 WHPAs. Findings of the chloride/bromide assessment are as follows:




Chloride/bromide ratios for both the WPCP effluent and Credit River were typical of those
expected for de-icing salt. This result indicates that in the single sample collected, the
bromide input from human sources was not significant enough to distinguish water
softener salt in the WPCP effluent from salt used in de-icing applications.
Well 10 displayed chloride/bromide ratios typical of those expected from a sewage effluent
source; however, the chloride/bromide ratios at the WPCP outfall were not distinctive
enough to distinguish a sewage source from road salt.

Given the ambiguities in chloride/bromide ratios between the samples collected from Well 10,
the Credit River, and the WPCP effluent, it is not possible to conclusively determine the level of
chloride contribution from the outfall to Well 10 using the limited data collected to date.
NEXT STEPS
The research program implemented by the Town to meet the requirements of SWG-19
demonstrates that there may likely be a minor influence from the WPCP effluent on the water
quality in Well 10; however, the extent of this influence is still uncertain. This continued
uncertainty makes it difficult to identify the WPCP outfall as a Local Threat for chloride and to
create policies specific to the WPCP effluent quality.
The implementation of a 12-month sampling program with monthly sampling events at the
WPCP, in the Credit River, and from the Well 10 wellfield would provide a more extensive
sample set to evaluate the extent to which the WPCP is influencing the chloride concentrations
at Well 10. This additional year of data on chloride, bromide, and acesulfame K concentrations
should help resolve the uncertainty associated with the limited water quality monitoring results
obtained during the summer of 2017.
Report prepared by: Heather McGinnity (519-941-0440, extension 2222), Kerry
Mulchansingh (905-670-1615, extension 383)
Emails: hmcginnity@orangeville.ca, kmulchansingh@creditvalleyca.ca
For Information contact: Heather McGinnity (519-941-0440, extension 2222), Kerry
Mulchansingh (905-670-1615, extension 383)
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Date: September 8, 2017
Attachments: 1
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DRAFT TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM No. 3
Date:

August 31, 2017

To:

Heather McGinnity, P.Eng., Manager of Environmental Services,
Town of Orangeville

From:

Michael Duchene, Ian Macdonald, Henry Hecky

BluMetric Project No. 170413-03
Re: Technical Memorandum No. 3 – Preliminary Results of Water Sampling

1.

INTRODUCTION

This technical memorandum is the third of a series of technical memorandums for the assessment
of loading sources contributing to elevated sodium and chloride concentrations observed at
Well 10 in Orangeville. The primary objective of the hydrogeologic investigation is to assess the
extent to which sodium and chloride loading from the Town’s Water Pollution Control Plant
(WPCP) outfall influences the rising sodium and chloride levels measured at Orangeville Well 10.
Well 10 is located immediately west of Highway 10 and less than 100 m from the Credit River
and is currently designated as a well which pumps groundwater under the direct influence of
surface water (GUDI). The study area is shown in Figure 1.
Treated sewage effluent from the Town WPCP is discharged into the Credit River within the
issues contributing area (ICA) for Well 10; as a result, effluent from the WPCP outfall has been
identified as a potential source of sodium and chloride loading to the well. Previous
hydrogeological investigations have not conclusively defined a clear hydraulic connection
between surface water in the Credit River and Well 10.
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Technical memorandum 1 was a desktop assessment and technical memorandum 2 was a work
plan for additional investigation and assessment.
2.

ASSESSMENT

The assessment that was outlined in TM2 – Work Plan was completed. This included a site
reconnaissance to determine details of monitoring wells and piezometers, and water sampling of
Well 10, several monitoring wells and piezometers, the Credit River and the WPCP effluent.
2.1

WATER SAMPLING

In July 2017 water samples were collected from Well 10, 11 monitoring wells in the vicinity of
Well 10, 8 streambed piezometers, the effluent from the WPCP, and the Credit River at the
Highway 10 north crossing. These samples were analyzed for chloride, sodium and bromide.
Water samples were collected from Well 10, OW117-97, the effluent from the WPCP, and the
Credit River at the Highway 10 north crossing and analyzed for anthropogenic tracers and
trihalomethanes. Results are included in Tables 1 and 2 and are shown on Figure 2.
2.2

SODIUM AND CHLORIDE

Given that the sampling was completed in the summer, the sodium and chloride measured in the
Credit River is attributed primarily from the WPCP effluent. It is expected that there would be
some concentration of sodium and chloride in the groundwater discharging from areas where
road salt is applied from elevated concentrations in the groundwater. For the wells within the
Well 10 compound, the concentration of sodium and chloride with depth is relatively uniform
(i.e. it does not increase or decrease with depth).
Wells OW PR-20 and OW PR-21 are located just west of the Credit River and about 375 m east
of Highway 10 and are not expected to be impacted by application of de-icing salt on
Highway 10. The concentrations of sodium and chloride in these wells are low and likely
representative of background levels, with possibly some water discharging from the Credit River
to these wells contributing to the sodium and chloride levels.
The results from the streambed piezometers show that river water is likely recharging to the
groundwater at the north and central piezometer nests but not at the south piezometer nest. This
variation is likely due to variation in the permeability of the sediments in the river bed along the
length of the river.
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CHLORIDE/BROMIDE MASS RATIOS

The ratio of the chloride to bromide concentration (Cl/Br) was plotted against chloride
concentrations (Cl mg/L) in a log vs. log plot to assess the data. Research has shown that sewage
effluent at a similar chloride concentration to fresh groundwater will have a lower Cl/Br value as
the bromide concentration in sewage effluent is typically higher due to inputs from human
dietary consumption/household good that contain bromide (Mullaney, et al., 2009).
Water softener salt and road salt have nearly identical Cl/Br ratios. Sewage effluent typically has
elevated bromide concentrations resulting from human dietary inputs. It is theorized that
discharges from water softeners mixed human dietary inputs in sewage effluent may lower the
Cl/Br mass ratio, effectively distinguishing salt in sewage effluent (which includes water softener
salt) from salt used in de-icing applications.
The Cl/Br mass ratios for the samples are plotted in Figure 3. Figure 3 also includes typical ranges
for various Cl/Br mass ratios for various chloride sources established by the USGS (Mullaney, et
al., 2009). (Halite is the mineral name for NaCl.)
The findings for the assessment of the Cl/Br mass ratios are:
•
•

•

The Cl/Br ratio for a majority of monitoring wells plot along a curve typical of a
mixture of groundwater and de-icing road salt.
The Cl/Br ratios for both the WPCP effluent and the river water fall along or near the
dilute groundwater/halite (salt) mixing curve. The Cl/Br ratio for both the river water
and the WPCP effluent should be lower due to the presumed higher concentrations of
bromide in the WPCP effluent. The flow of the Credit River was elevated from a
recent precipitation at the time the sample was collected and this may have impacted
the sample.
Well 10 and OW 114-93 (located within 3 meters of Well 10 and screened at the same
depth) have low Cl/Br ratios, this could suggest WPCP effluent (sewage) input or
bedrock water (basin brines) input (lines 4 and 8 on Figure 3). However, given the
current data set, two pieces of evidence work against these conclusions.
o If the observed low Cl/Br ratios were a result of input to Well 10 from the
Credit River and ultimately the WPCP, a corresponding lower Cl/Br ratio
would be expected in Credit River water and the WPCP effluent. This is not
the case. The higher Cl/Br ratios in both the river water and the WPCP effluent
suggest that effluent from the WPCP is not impacting Well 10.
o Given the increase in chloride concentrations immediately downstream of the
WPCP outflow, it is known that much of the chloride in WPCP effluent (and
ultimately a significant portion of the Credit River base flow) originates from
Page 3
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water softener salt (Hutchinson Environmental Sciences Ltd., 2014). From the
July 2017 sampling event, it does not appear that the bromide input from
human sources is significant enough to distinguish chloride in the WPCP
effluent (i.e. from water softener salt) from salt used in de-icing applications
using the Cl/Br ratios.
o If Well 10 was capturing groundwater from the bedrock that contained
elevated concentrations of chloride (basin brines), chloride concentrations
would have likely been elevated since Well 10 was installed in 1993. In
contrast, chloride values at Well 10 were initially low (40 mg/L in 1993) and
increased steadily, corresponding with a rise in Credit River chloride
concentration from the early 1990s through the mid-2000s (see TM1).
Increased concentrations in the Credit River are attributed to input from road
salt and water softener salt during this time.
Given the large discrepancies in the Cl/Br ratio between Well 10 values and the Credit
River and WPCP effluent values described above, it is not possible to quantitatively
estimate a level Credit River contribution solely using the Cl/Br ratio method. Repeat
chloride and bromide sampling of Credit River, WPCP, Well 10, and possibly Well 10
monitoring wells should be performed to establish an average range of Cl/Br ratios.
Once an average has been established from these locations, it may be possible to
make stronger conclusions on the origins of chloride based on Cl/Br values.

ANTHROPOGENIC TRACERS

Caffeine along with sucralose and acesulfame K (artificial sweeteners) have been documented in
groundwater and serve as useful tracers for wastewater effluent (Spoelstra, et al., 2013).
Caffeine was not detected in the WPCP effluent (<0.0050 µg/L) but was detected in the Credit
River at Highway 10 North (at 0.0548 µg/L) and in OW117-97 (at 0.0174 µg/L), but not in
Well 10. It was expected that caffeine would be detected in the WPCP effluent since it was
detected in the Credit River downstream of the WPCP effluent and the WPCP is the only realistic
source of caffeine in the river. Additional sampling is recommended to assess this result.
OW117-97 is screened from 4.9 to 6.4 m bgs and is located adjacent to Well 10. Caffeine is
infiltrating from the river to the shallow groundwater but is not detected in Well 10, which may
be due to the caffeine adsorbing to the aquifer material.
Two artificial sweeteners, sucralose and acesulfame K were detected in the WPCP effluent and
the Credit River at Highway 10 North. Acesulfame K was detected in OW117-97 and Well 10.
Sucralose was not detected in the groundwater at either OW117-97 or Well 10.
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Research has shown that acesulfame K acts conservatively and generally resists biogeochemical
breakdown whereas sucralose has a slightly increased tendency to sorb to soils and can
breakdown under both aerobic and anoxic conditions (Spoelstra, et al., 2013). Caffeine sorption
to soil is greater than for both acesulfame K and sucralose (Soh, et al., 2011) . According to this,
the current data set corresponds to the predicted behavior of these three tracers as acesulfame K
is the only tracer detected in Well 10, while sucralose and caffeine have likely be sorbed or
broken down in the aquifer before reaching the Well 10 screen.
3.

SUMMARY

The preliminary results of the study are as follows.
•

The mass balance modelling indicated that the sodium and chloride loading to Well 10
could be solely from infiltration of runoff impacted by application of de-icing salt on
Highway 10, or could be a combination of infiltration of runoff impacted by de-icing salt
and infiltration of river water containing sodium and chloride. Model calibrations for
both scenarios fall within results from other studies.

•

Wells OW PR 20 and OW PR 21 are located just west of the Credit River and about
375 m east of Highway 10 and are not expected to be impacted by application of
de-icing salt on Highway 10. The concentrations of sodium and chloride in these wells are
low and likely representative of background levels, with possibly some water discharging
from the Credit River to these wells contributing to the sodium and chloride levels.

•

The results from the streambed piezometers show that river water is likely recharging to
the groundwater at the north and central piezometer nests but not at the south
piezometer nest. This variation is likely due to variation in the permeability of the
sediments in the river bed along the length of the river.

•

The Cl/Br ratio for the majority of monitoring wells are indicative of water impacted by
de-icing salt and/or water softener. The Cl/Br ratio in the effluent from the WPCP and in
the Credit River is also indicative of water impacted by de-icing salt and/or water
softener. The Cl/Br ratio for Well 10 is similar to that of established values for sewage and
bedrock brines (Mullaney, et al., 2009). However, since the Cl/Br ratio for water from
the WPCP effluent and the river is not indicative of water impacted by sewage effluent,
and elevated Well 10 chloride levels correspond with a recent (early 1990s through the
mid-2000s) increase in surface water chloride concentrations, it cannot be concluded that
the water at Well 10 is significantly impacted by sewage effluent or bedrock waters using
Cl/Br ratios from one sample event. Repeat chloride and bromide sampling of Credit
Page 5
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River, WPCP, Well 10, and possibly Well 10 monitoring wells should be performed to
establish an average range of Cl/Br ratios.
•

The artificial sweetener, acesulfame K was detected in the WPCP effluent, the Credit
River, the shallow groundwater and Well 10 providing conclusive evidence that water
from the Credit River is reaching Well 10.
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Well Compound

Parameters

Sample ID

WPCP
EFFLUENT

Screen Depth
Date Sampled

na
20-Jul-17

CREDIT
RIVER AT
HWY 10
NORTH
na
20-Jul-17

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
--

533
286
0.13
4100

57.6
35.3
0.0207
2783

Sample ID
Screen Depth
Date Sampled
ALS Sample ID

OW 112-93
23.8
20-Jul-17
L1962561-7

WELL 10

BH 6

OW 117-97

OW 113-94

OW 110-93

OW 114-93

54.9 - 60.7
20-Jul-17

3.6-6.6
20-Jul-17

4.9-6.4
20-Jul-17

4.39
20-Jul-17

16.8
20-Jul-17

56.4-62.8
20-Jul-17

157
65.5
0.361
435

142
42.5
0.082
1732

166
94.7
0.172
965

135
51.4
0.111
1216

65.8
15.3
0.0441
1492

182
60.2
0.42
433

Units / QA/QC
Chloride (Cl)
Sodium (Na)-Dissolved
Bromide (Br)
Cl:Br Ratio

Parameters

NW of Compound
OW 111-93
31.5
20-Jul-17
20-Jul-17
L1962561-6
L1962561-16

Units / QA/QC
Chloride (Cl)
Sodium (Na)-Dissolved
Bromide (Br)
Cl:Br Ratio

Parameters

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
--

Sample ID
Screen Depth
Date Sampled

Farm East Side Hwy 10
OW PR-20
OW PR-21
4.0 - 5.5
12.8-14.3
20-Jul-17
20-Jul-17
20-Jul-17
L1962561-8
L1962561-17
L1962561-9

QAQC 1
6.26
7.34
0.0216
290

21.4
7.74
0.0188
1138

SP PR-3
1.00
26-Jul-17

North Piezo
SP PR-4
1.96
26-Jul-17

SP PR-17D
2.81
26-Jul-17

199.0
96.0
0.1
3554

190.0
119
0.048
3958

117.0
46.5
<0.025
na

21.0
7.53
0.0167
1257

OW PR-8
23.35
26-Jul-17
L1965172-1

Teen Ranch
OW PR-10
>60
26-Jul-17
26-Jul-17
L1965172-2
L1965172-8
QAQC

QAQC 2
30.9
9.33
0.0178
1736

30.9
9.11
0.0169
1828

Central Piezo
SP PR-2
SP PR-20D
1.91
3.16
26-Jul-17
26-Jul-17

20.1
9.7
0.0158
1272

11.1
5.76
0.0081
1370

89.6
22.3
0.028
3200

SP-PR-18S
1.67
20-Jul-17

South Piezo
SP PR-1
2.83
20-Jul-17

SP-PR-19D
2.53
20-Jul-17

116
62.8
0.036
3222

6.8
4.2
0.0
513

8.96
5.52
0.0127
706

89.4
22.2
<0.025
--

Units / QA/QC
Chloride (Cl)
Sodium (Na)-Dissolved
Bromide (Br)
Cl:Br Ratio

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

96.6
46.6
0.0
3513

138.0
50.9
0.0
5111
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Sample ID

WPCP
EFFLUENT

CREDIT RIVER
AT HWY 10
NORTH

OW 117-97

WELL 10

Screen Depth
Date Sampled

na
20-Jul-17

na
20-Jul-17

4.9-6.4
20-Jul-17

54.9 - 60.7
20-Jul-17

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

<0.0050
1.72
10.6
<0.10
<0.0010
<0.020

0.0548
0.082
0.279
<0.10
<0.0010
<0.020

0.0174
0.013
<0.050
<0.10
<0.0010
<0.020

<0.0050
0.044
<0.050
<0.10
<0.0010
<0.020

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

7.2
<2.0
3.7
8.7
19.6

<2.0
<2.0
<2.0
<2.0
<4.0

<2.0
<2.0
<2.0
<2.0
<4.0

<2.0
<2.0
<2.0
<2.0
<4.0

Parameters

Units / QA/QC
Caffeine
Acesulfame K
Sucralose
Carbadox
Triclocarban
Triclosan
Trihalomethanes (Water)
Bromodichloromethane
Bromoform
Dibromochloromethane
Chloroform
Total THMs
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0

Source
Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

OW 112-93
23.80*
20-Jul-17
6.26
7.34

Source
Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

Source

OW 111-93
31.50*
20-Jul-17
21.4
7.74

Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

SP PR-3
1.00*
20-Jul-17
199
96

SP PR-4
1.96*
20-Jul-17
190
119

Source

SP PR-2
1.91*
20-Jul-17
96.6
46.6

Screen depth (m)
Source
Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

Date
Cl mg/L

BH 6
3.60-6.60
20-Jul-17
142
42.5

Na mg/L
Source
Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L
Caffeine µg/L
Total THMs µg/L
Acesulfame K µg/L
Sucralose µg/L

Source
Source

WPCP EFFLUENT
Screen depth (m)
N/A
Date
20-Jul-17
Cl mg/L
533
Na mg/L
286
Caffeine µg/L
<0.0050
Total THMs µg/L
19.6
Acesulfame K µg/L
1.72
Sucralose µg/L
10.6

Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

Source
Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Caffeine µg/L
Total THMs µg/L
Acesulfame K µg/L

Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

OW 113-94
3.40-4.00
20-Jul-17
135
51.4

Sucralose µg/L

WELL 10
54.90 - 60.70
20-Jul-17
157
65.5
<0.0050
<4.0
0.044
<0.050

Source
Screen depth (m)
Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

LEGEND

SP PR-20-D
3.16*
20-Jul-17
138
50.9

CREDIT RIVER AT HWY 10 NORTH
N/A
Date
20-Jul-17
Cl mg/L
57.6
Na mg/L
35.3
Caffeine µg/L
0.0548
Total THMs µg/L
<4.0
Acesulfame K µg/L
0.082
Sucralose µg/L
0.279

@
A

Monitoring Well

@
A

Production Well

5
!

Stream Bed Piezometer

#
7

Surface Water Sampling Stations

Source

Screen depth (m)

* Total depth - no screen data

OW 110-93
16.80*
20-Jul-17
65.8
15.3
Source

Na mg/L

Source

OW 117-97
4.90-6.40
20-Jul-17
166
94.7
0.0174
<4.0
0.013
<0.050

SP PR-17D
2.82*
20-Jul-17
117
46.5

Screen depth (m)

OW 114-93
56.40-62.80
20-Jul-17
182
60.2

Date
Cl mg/L
Na mg/L

OW PR-20
4.00-5.50
20-Jul-17
30.9
9.33
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12.80-14.30
20-Jul-17
20.1
9.7
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Source Protection Committee
Meeting #2/17, September 20, 2017

FROM:

Jennifer Stephens, Program Manager, CTC Source Protection Region

RE:

Proposed 2018 CTC Source Protection Committee (SPC) Meeting
Schedule

KEY ISSUE: Meeting Schedule of the CTC SPC for 2018

RECOMMENDATION
THAT CTC SPC members approve the 2018 CTC SPC meeting schedule, and direct staff
to post the approved schedule on the CTC Source Protection Region (CTC SPR) website.
BACKGROUND
At Meeting #1/16, held on Monday, November 28, 2016, the CTC SPC, through resolution
#6/16 approved the meeting schedule for January 2017 through January 2018.
Numerous activities are expected to require the CTC SPC to meet throughout 2018, including





Review of annual implementation monitoring and reporting;
Review of technical work as a result of new municipal drinking water systems
having been brought on-line, municipal drinking water systems being
disconnected, and changes to the Technical Rules (s. 34 Amendment);
Review of revised policies to accommodate implementation challenges (s. 34
Amendment); and
Review of proposed updates to CTC Source Protection Plan (CTC SPP) and
corresponding workplan (s. 36 Review and Update).

CTC SPR staff propose three additional meetings in 2018 to coincide with planned completion
of technical work, the anticipated need to make decisions in relation to the updating the CTC
SPP, as well as acquiring Committee support for the contents of the Section 36 workplan. In
addition to CTC SPC meetings, the Annual Reporting Working Group and the Amendments
Working Group will be convened as necessary, to guide progress on these matters and make
recommendations to the CTC SPC for their action.
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Date

Time

Wednesday, January 24, 2018

10:00 AM to 2:30 PM

Wednesday, March 21, 2018

10:00 AM to 2:30 PM

Wednesday, May 30, 2018

10:00 AM to 2:30 PM

Wednesday, September 19, 2018

10:00 AM to 2:30 PM

NEXT STEPS
Staff will post the approved schedule of meeting dates on the CTC SPR website. Meeting dates
may be revised if the required technical work is not completed by the third party consultants as
scheduled or if direction from one of the Working Groups suggests a meeting is in order.
Report prepared by: Jennifer Stephens, 416-661-6600, extension 5568
Email: jstephens@trca.on.ca
For information contact: Jennifer Stephens, 416-661-6600, extension 5568
Email: jstephens@trca.on.ca
Date: September 5, 2017
Attachments: 0
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